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Residents
reminded
of Lincoln
Day dinner
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Elections
Board
plans for
disasters

Green Eggs and Ham -

Special to the Ledger
Residents are reminded that
the Jackson Purchase Area
Republicans will host their
annual Lincoln Day dinner on
Saturday. Feb. 28. U.S. Sen. Jim
Bunning, R-Ky., will be this
year's keynote speaker.
Nearly 200 area Republicans
lire expected to attend the event,
which returns to Murray State
University's Curris Center
Ballroom at 6 p.m. The theme of
this year's event is "Back to the
Basics with Lincoln."
This is the ninth annual dinner
organized by western Kentucky
Republicans and held at Murray
State. In addition to Sen.
Bunning and his wife, Mary. the
dinner will feature State Sens.
ken Winters and Steven Rudy,
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Alexis Blankenship, a first-grade student at Murray Elementary School, takes a big bite of green eggs and ham as students
participated in a school-wide Dr. Seuss Week celebration. In addition to the colorful meal, students received a free book and
met the Cat in the Hat.

MI See Page 2A

WEATHER

Ward appointed to MCCH board
TODAY

Toilsome*

20s

Bain Forecast
By The assuciatecl Press

. Friday...Mostly cloudy. A
:50 percent chance of showers in the morning. Highs in
the mid 50s.
night...Mostly
: Friday
cloudy with a 30 percent
chance of rain or snow.
Lows in the mid 30s.
Saturday...Rain or snow
likely in the moming...Then
snow likely in the afternoon.
Minor snow accumulations.
Highs in the upper 30s.
Chance of precipitation 60
percent
Saturday night...Partly
cloudy. A 50 percent chance
of snow in the evening. Lows
in the mid 20s.
Sunday...Mostly sunny.
Highs in the upper 30s.
night...Clear.
Sunday
Lows in the lower 20s.
Monday...Partly sunny.
Highs in the lower 40s.
Monday night...Mostly
clear. Lows around 30.
Tuesday...Mostly clear.
Highs in the lower 50s.
Tuesday night...Mostly
clear. Lows in the mid 30s.
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
he Calloway County
Board of Elections will
stand ready as possible
should a tornado or other natural disaster such as last month's
ice storm strike the area or the
state on election day.
During a meeting Wednesday
morning, County Clerk Ray
Coursey Jr. and election board
members Dave Foley, Dottie
Lyons, and Sheriff Bill Marcum
approved a state request to have
a contingency plan on the books
should a natural or man-made
disaster hinder or stop the election process.
T
h
Callowa
County
Election Day
Emergency
Plan will be
implemented
should tornado, flood, fire,
adverse weath- coursey
er or other conditions prevent voting at polls in
either one precinct, the county
or any portion of the state.
The plan calls for emergency
procedures to be in place that
would provide for the safety of
election personnel, machinery and accuracy of polling results should an election be interrupted or delayed.
"I kind of thought this was
academic until last month, but
after what we saw in January
you never really know what can
happen," Coursey said.
Most voting takes place in
May and November; transitional months in which weather
may be volatile.
Locally, should a tornado or
other disaster such prevent any

Rushing breaks
tie vote for city
representative
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
After a round of nominations
and a tied vote from Murray
Council
members
City
Thursday night, Mayor Tom
Rushing voted to appoint Joe
Ward to a four-year term on the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital Board.
Rushing said this was the first
time 10 people had applied to be
on the board and he appreciated
their willingness to volunteer.

each
After
council member nominated
an applicant,
Ward and J.
Stuart Poston
had received
the most nominations. The
\ ote then split
Rushing
6-6,
SO
Rushing had to break the tie. He
encouraged everyone to apply
again in the future as other positions open. Councilman Dr. Dan
Miller thanked the applicants
and said the hospital needs good
board members.
The council also voted to
amend a section of the city code

of ordinances dealing with the
Architectural Review Board to
bring it in line with zoning regulations and the board's bylaws. Before the vote, Miller
asked why the change had eliminated an annual report. City
Administrator Matt Mattingly
said that every action the board
takes is public record and they
hadn't seen the point in having
the city staff continuing a summary
report each
year.
Councilman Greg Anderson
made a motion to keep the annual report and Miller seconded it.
The amendment passed 11-1.
with Danny Hudspeth voting no,
and the new version of the ordinance then passed 11-1 with

Miller voting no.
Street Superintendent Ron
Allbritten updated the council
on the ice storm brush pick-up
progress, reminding them that it
would replace the spring pickup. He said they were making
good progress although they
hadn't yet made it to the worst
parts of the city. The pick-up is
costing the city $22,000 a week,
75 percent of which should be
reimbursed by the Federal
Emergency
Management
Agency and 12 percent of which
should be reimbursed by the
state, he said.
The council also authorized

•See Page 2A

•See Page 2A

Local emergency response,
relief personnel went above
and beyond in storm: officials
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray-Calloway
County
emergency response and relief
personnel earned the praise of
local emergency management
leaders for their self-sacrificing
effort in aiding residents during
January's ice storm during an
after-action
debriefing
Thursday.
County
Judge-Executive
Larry Elkins and Calloway
Management
Emergency
Director Bill Call said police,
fire, military, medical, rescue.
shelter and other emergency
response and relief agency personnel went above and beyond
the call of duty consistently during the crisis; preventing the
event from having an even more
costly toll in human suffering
and destruction of property.
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"Basically it came down to
problem solving. Everybody did
a great job," Elkins said during a
critique of the county's perform
ance during a meeting at the
Weaks Community Center. "I'd
give the whole operation an Aminus. It wasn't perfect, but
everything went well. I expect
we'll perform as well or better
next time."

III See Page 2A
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CRITTERS ON DISPLAY: Glenn Earl Newman, the "Kentucky Cajun," introduces members of
the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center to his Bayou Critters during the center's
recent Mardi Gras celebration. Numerous residents enjoy the center's monthly activities
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Boy Scouts of America Brunch Sat.; Feb.28th at 1_0:00a.m.
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Intercollegiate Horse Show
Association hosts annual
hunt show competition
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's
equestrian team will compete
against college and university
teams in its region during the
hunt show competition on Feb.
27-28 at the Cherry Agricultural
Exposition Center. located on
College Farm Road.
Murray will be competing
against Maryville College,
University
of TennesseeKnoxville, Middle Tennessee
State University, University of
the South, Mississippi College.
,Mississippi State University and
fliwassee College.
Murray State's team is currently leading the region and
will automatically advance to
the zones competition in
Georgia if it wins the hunt show
competition.
The show will feature a beginner level division known as
"Walk-Trot," an alumni division, and the highest division,
known as "Open" division.

•Disasters

Riders can compete in flat.
which is ground-level riding, or
fencing competitions. which is
jumping bars.
First through sixth place will
be awarded ribbons, with the
high-point rider of the competition and other first-place finishes receiving additional prizes.
This will be the last of five
competitions the equestrian
team competes in on a yearly
basis.
Halley Shannahan, captain of
the Murray State University
equestrian team said there are
three regions in the zone. One
rider in each division will be
chosen for a total of three riders.
In order to advance to the
national competition, the chosen
riders must win first place at the
zone competition.
The hunt show will begin at
9:30 a.m. on Saturday and 9
a.m. on Sunday. There is no
admission charge and everyone
is invited to attend.

• IP

date; preventing election results
in one area of the state from
particular precinct or area to be influencing voters in other parts
unable to function. standby of the state.
polling places labeled "superCounty by county, voter regisprecincts" or consolidation tration
books would be secured
points in all four magisterial disby election officials to detertricts would be available to
mine who has and who has not
receive overflow voters so the
voted in any subsequent polling
election could continue.
to guarantee no one votes in the
Locations selected include the
same election twice.
Regional Special Events Center
The plan calls for a chain of
in Magisterial District I.
command in dealing with crisis
Glendale Road Church of Christ
in District 2, West Side Baptist situations concerning polling
Church in District 3 and and security of election results
Calloway County High School to guarantee a legal and fair
in District 4. Should any of election should bad weather or
these four locations be affected other adverse situations interby disaster, alternative sites vene.
"Let's just hope we never need
have also been planned.
- Should a disaster, such as last it," Foley said.
A copy of the plan has been
month's ice storm, knock out
.troting in a large portion of the submitted to Frankfort. Those
'state, the clerk's office in each wanting more detail May take a
,- :county would secure polling look at the document at the
.7-results until the state Board of Calloway County Clerk's Office
Elections could organize a spe- on the second floor of the court..
- ;jai election at the first possible house.
"•-•

From Front

11 Dinner
Security, as well as a leading
spokesman for strengthening
as well as Kentucky Secretary and protecting Social Security.
of State Trey Grayson.
Bunning serves on the Senate's
"In the wake of our domestic Finance Committee, making
economic concerns and our him the first Kentuckian in nearnational leaders' dilemma of ly 40 years to serve on this powwhat to do, it's a good time to erful committee. He also has
hear from our elected officials," seats
on
the
Banking
said First District Republican Committee, Budget Committee
Party Chairman Russ Randall. and Energy Committee.
"This event ties our party
Before politics. Bunning was
together within the eight coun- a Major League Baseball pitchties of the Jackson Purchase. It er, primarily for the Detroit
encourages conservatives to Tigers and Philadelphia Phillies.
maintain their stance on princi- Retiring in 1971, he accumulatples, like Lincoln, and not based ed a record of achievement that
on populist viewpoints like feel won him a seat in the Baseball
,good-quick frit policies that Hall of Fame in 1996.
%emerge from current democratic
Tickets are $25 for adults and
giqeadership."
for students. They may
$12.50
•.
•
•:- Bunning established himself be reserved by contacting Diane
—Ss one of Congress foremost Taylor at 270-436-2722 or
, experts and defenders of Social dianetaylor3rd@hotmail.com.

From Front

II Personnel ...
From Front

Photo provided
SONGWRITERS SING FOR HOSPICE: The Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Hospice
recently hosted a Songwriter's Night at Dee's Cafe to raise funds for the Residential Hospice
House. The event raised more than $500, which will be put toward the Residential Hospice
House and matched by an anonymous donor. Pictured above, Kailey Stone performs a song
she wrote.

School shooter asks judge ta overturn sentence
By BRETT BARROUQUERE
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - A
high school shooter who killed
three classmates and wounded
five others in western Kentucky
has asked a federal judge to
throw out his conviction and
sentence, saying he was insane
when the shootings occurred.
Michael Adam Carneal, 25,
filed the petition Thursday in
U.S. District Court in Paducah.
Carneal claims doctors did not
fully diagnose the extent of his
mental illness when he entered a
plea of guilty, but mentally ill to
killing three classmates and
shooting five others Dec. I.
1997, at Heath High School near
Paducah.
Carneal is serving a sentence
of life without the chance of
parole for at least 25 years for
the shootings, which occurred
when he was 14. He is eligible
for parole in 2023.
The case was one of seven
school shootings that shocked
the nation in the late 1990s,
including the Columbine High
School massacre of April 1999.
Public
defenders
David
Harshaw and Tim Arnold wrote
that Carneal sh ould have been
diagnosed as insane at the time
of the shootings, a finding his
attorneys say would render his
plea and sentence unconstitutional.
His attorneys cited a handful
of rulings nationwide in which
federal courts found a person's
mental incapacitation rendered

From Front
the mayor to sign documents
relating to infrastructure grants.
One was for $280,000 for a
water line on Poor Farm Road
and another was for $250,000
for the industrial park sewer
park. Mattingly said this would
finish up the industrial park and
Rushing thanked the city's project
coordinator,
Dennis

Catch All
Action On
ES Channel 15
District Tournament Basketball
seen aD000
Highlights win
Wei., liar. 4 at I paws &9 p.m.
HI

(ion. I was told that no one was
Staff Report
Fess details about a possible injured and that no one was ever
explosion on the campus of in any danger. That is all I have
Murray
State
University right now on it."
Thursday were available this
Murray Police and Fire
morning.
department
representatives said
Catherine Sivills, MSU's
assistant vice president for they had no information on the
Institutional Advancement and incident.
In other news, a house fire on
Communications was in a meeting and not available for com- West Fork Road was reported
ment this morning, but sent an e- yesterday at about 4:30 p.m.
mail to news media yesterday Calloway County Fire and
afternoon.
Rescue Chief Earl Hicks said the
"There was a reported incident on campus that was fire occurred at 2033 West Fork
described as a loud noise,- she Rd. and was a total loss. A famiwrote. "No details are available ly of five lived in the house, he
right now - it is under investiga- said.

Thompson, for securing the
grants.
The council also approved the
recommendation of the Public
Safety Committee to accept bids
from Digital Ally for nine digital video flashlights and eight
in-car video systems for police
cruisers. The total cost will be
$41,290, Committee Chairman
Danny Hudspeth said.
Council
members
also

approved the recommendation
Finance/Personnel
of the
Committee to adopt changes to
what will now be known as the
city's "Drug and Alcohol Free
Workplace Policy." Employees
will be requited to report any
criminal charge or conviction
within 30 days. Committee
members had discussed during
their meeting whether that
should apply to any charges or
only drug and alcohol-related
charges.

District and School Report
Cards Available
The Calloway County Public School system is
pleased to announce that the Kentucky School
and District Report Cards are available for
viewing and download on the Kentucky
Department of Education Website, at
http://applications.kde.state.ky.us/schoolReport

THIS WEEK'S FEATURED GAME
''1 MISS 4

7

Speaking of Carneal, she added
that "he'll have to deal with the
consequences of his actions."
Allison Gardner M a rtin, a
spokeswoman for the Kentucky
Attorney General's office, said
the office will oppose Carneal's
request.
"It doesn't change the facts of
the case: three people are dead
and five other were injured by
him," Martin said, adding no
new issues have been raised.
Many of the issues Carneal
raised in federal court were
either rejected or not considered
when the Kentucky Supreme
Court, in a ruling last
November, upheld the guilty
plea and sentence.

'Possible explosion' at MSU,
house fire reported in county

•Ward appointed ...

Couldn'tMAO To The Gam
We've C;IrYou Cowered!
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them innocent of a crime they
were charged with.
"Since -sometime prior to this
offense, Michael Carneal has
suffered from hallucinations,"
Arnold told The Associated
Press on Thursday. "Throughout
his case, Michael could not
assist his counsel in his defense
because Michael believed that if
he told his lawyer about his hallucinations, he would be killed."
Missy Jenkins Smith, who
survived the shooting but
remains paralyzed from the
waist down, expressed dismay
over Cameal's petition.
"I'm still wishing all this was
over," said Jenkins, a school
counselor in Murray, Ky.

aithEiLT‘VC,

CardArchive/. These report cards for the 20072008 school year contain important information about our schools, including details about
our academic performance, teacher qualifications, learning environment, and more. If you
are unable to access the card for your school
on the Internet, the school or district office
will print the card for you at your request. If
you have any questions or comments, please
feel free to contact the Calloway County
Schools Board of Education Central Office
at 762-7300.

"When &ale agency needed
help getting done what they
needed to do another agency
would help by stepping in," said
County
Emergency
Management Director Bill Call.
Murray City Administrator
Matt Mattingly also praised city
and county efforts in mitigating
the situation.
Murray State University,
MSU Public Safety and MSU's
WKMS radio were thanked for
allowing the setup of an emergency operations center (EOC)
at the MSU Public Safety and
Emergency Management facility with the radio station broadcasting information across the
city and into much of the county.
One by one, emergency relief
and response leaders detailed
how their agency performed and
what was learned during the
incident during the meeting.
Involved were Murray Police
Chief Ken Claud, Calloway
County Fire Rescue Chief Earl
Hicks, Red Cross Director
Jennifer Wilson, Murray Fire
Chief
Michael
Skinner,
Calloway County Sheriff Bill
Marcum, MSU Police Chief
David DeVoss, Calloway DES
Rescue Chief Ronnie Burkeen
and
representatives
from
Murray Electric System, the
Kentucky National Guard.
Calloway
County
Health
Center, Murray Calloway,
County Hospital,
"I'm just as proud as I can be
the way people in this county,
worked together," Call said.
CCFR, DES Rescue, sheriff 's
department and many others
were thanked for clearing trees
from county roads which expedited travel and restoration of
power to homes affected by the
countywide blackout. Linemen
for MES and West Kentucky
Rural Electric were applauded
for getting the county's power
grid back on line as quickly as
possible. MSU and other amateur radio operators were
thanked for their assistance in
communications along with
volunteers that ran Red Cross
and other emergency shelters
for the homeless during the incident.
However there were some
shortcomings from which
agency leaders hope to learn
from so the agencies can do an
even better job during a future
emergency. Deputy Emergency
Management Director Jeff
Steen said many of the shortcoming resulted from the scope
of the situation and a need to
work together more often as a
team.
"It was kind of like getting a
basketball team together that
were very well experienced and
knew what they were doing but
had never played together,"
Steen said.
Some of the items mentioned
that need improvement should a
similar disaster occur in the
future include more accurate
record keeping concerning procurement of supplies and equipment by better purchase tracking and paperwork detailing,
improvement in communications among agencies and
broadcasting by local media, an
effort to aid the public on
responsibilities while staying at
an emergency relief shelter.
Murray City Hall, Murray
Police and Fire departments,
Murray Calloway Transit
Authority and others noted they
would take steps to secure
emergency generators in the
future.

Correction
Playhouse 'Wizard of Oz.
show starts at 7 p.m.
A Thursday story about the
Playhouse in the Park's production
of "The Wizard of Oz." which
begins tonight, incorrectly stated
the starting time of the shows. All
shows will start at 7 p.m. on
Fridays and Saturdays and at 2:30
p.m. on Sundays.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and lair
reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is the Ledger's
policy to correct errors.
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N. Korea lashes out at U.S. missile-test warning

Obituaries
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Mrs. Carrie L. Kurowski
Mrs Callle I. Kilroy.ski, 94, Murray, died Thursday. Feb. 26.
2f109. at 10:20 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
A retired secretary for Chrysler Corp., she was a member of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
She was married June 7. 1952, to Clarence J. Kumwski who died
Dec. 23, 2003. Born June 4, 1914, in Calloway County. she was the
daughter of the late Quitman and Nera Ethel Adams Hart. Also preceding her in death were one sister, Genella Han Nesbitt; one brother, Lathen L. Hart; one niece, Norma Hart.
Survivors include one niece. Linda McLemore and husband,
Mark. Murray; one nephew, Dickie Nesbitt and wife. Mary Moore.
and brother-in-law. Richard Nesbitt, all of Hazel; several greatnieces and great-nephews.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Stella Odeline Orr Delaney
Mrs. Stella Odeline On Delaney, 77, Princeton Road.
Hopkinsville, died Wednesday. Feb. 25, 2009, at II p.m. at her residence. Her death followed a brief illness.
Born Sept. II. 1931. in Lyon County, she was the daughter of the
late James and Nellie Mae Downing Orr. She was a member of
Sinking Fork Baptist Church and had worked in the cafeteria at
Sinking Fork Elementary School for 32 years.
Survivors include her husband, Henry E. Delaney; one son.
James A. Delaney. Murray, one daughter. Annette Delaney Stanfill,
Smiths Grove; two sisters. Lois Farmer, Elkton, and Genetta
Watson, Clarksville: two grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Hughart
& Beard Funeral Home. Hopkinsville. Rev. John Segree and Rev.
Bob Simpson will officiate. Burial will follow in the Green Hill
Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to
8 p.m. today (Friday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Sinking Fork Baptist
Church Building Fund, 5800 Princeton Rd., Hopkinsville, KY
42240 or to Pennyroyal Hospice.

William (Billy) Mason
The funeral for William (Billy 1 Mason will be Sunday at 2 p.m.
in the Hazel Chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Rev. Brent Lee
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Hazel Cemetery. Visitation
will be at the Hazel Chapel from 5 to 8 p.m. Saturday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Diabetes
Association. P.O. Box 11454, Alexandria, VA 22312. Online condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com.
Mr. Mason,72. Hazel,died Thursday, Feb. 26, 2009, at 3:17 a.m.
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A retired employee of the former Murray Division of the Tappan
Company and Mohon of Paris. Tenn., he was a member of Hazel
Baptist Church. Born Oct. 22.1936, he was the son of the late
Everard and Maggie Mason.
Survivors include his wife, LaDean Mason; two sons, Mike
Mason and wife, Maggie, Kirksey, and Bryan Mason and wife.
Stacie, Buford, Ga.; one stepson, James Edward McCuiston and
wife, Christon, San Jose, Calif.; one sister. Betty Robinson and husband, Rex, Puryear, Tenn.; three grandchildren, Darra Mason and
Clifton and Shane Garner

Mrs. Mary Louise Copeland
A graveside service for Mrs. Mary Louise Copeland will be
Saturday at II a.m. at Woodlawn Memorial Garden Chapel,
Paducah. with Rev. Wayne Caner officiating. Visitation will be at
the Milner & Orr Funeral Home. Paducah from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Friday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Heart
Association. Kentucky Region. 240 Whittington Parkway.
Louisville, KY 40222.
Mrs. Copeland, 86. Paducah, died Tuesday. Feb. 24, 2009. at 5
a.m. at Jackson Oaks, Paducah.
Retired from Claussner's Hosiery Mill. Paducah. she was preceded in death by her husband, Walter L. Copeland. and her parents,
William and Josephine Griffin Armonette. She was a native of
Paducah.
Survivors include one daughter, Martha Copeland. and one brother, Roger M.Fields, both of Paducah; two nieces. Sunnie DuPerrieu.
Paducah. and Vickie Baker. Murray; one nephew, Roger L. Fields.
Murray.

Harold Lynn Colson
The funeral for Harold Lynn Colson will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in
the LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. David
Cunningham will officiate. Pallbearers will be Tony Underhill.
Jeremy Key, Woody Woods, Michael James. Bobby Forbus and
Chris Runyon. Burial will follow in the Bethel Cemetery, Buchanan.
Tenn.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Friday) and after 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Mr. Colson, 65. Paris, died Tuesday, Feb. 24, 2009. at Methodist
University Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. His death was from complications from heart surgery. He was a former owner-operator of a tire
business in Buchanan and was of Baptist faith.
He was married Sept. 27, 1962 to the former Mildred Janette
Essary who died Aug. 5, 2006. Also preceding him in death were
one daughter, Tresa Annette James, and one brother, Terry Lynn
Colson. Born Nov. 22, 1963, in Murray, Ky.. he was the son of the
late Eury Theron Colson and Ruby Jewell Kirk Colson.
Survivors include his son-in-law, Michael James and wife.
Marsha, Eva, Tenn.; six sisters, Betty Underhill and husband. Jim.
Edna Underhill and husband, Delbert. Patsy Hutson. Maxine Woods
and husband. Paul, and Maddie Flatt and husband, Tim, all of
Murray, and Wanda Craig, Buchanan; three nieces: seven nephews:
several great-nieces and great-nephews; special friends. Bobby and
Vickie Forbus, Paris.
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- North Korea lashed out at
critics warning it not to test a
long-range missile. saying
Thursday that it would punish
those trying to disrupt its plan to
send what it calls a satellite into
orbit.
The latest harsh words from
Pyongyang came as U.S.
Secretary of State Hillary
Rodham Clinton announced
plans to send her new envoy on
North Korea to meet with negotiators in Asia trying to revive
stalled nuclear disarmament
talks.
North Korea announced earlier this week that it was preparing to shoot a communication
satellite into orbit as pan of it
space program. The U.S.. South
Korea and other neighboring
countries believe the launch
may be a cover for a missile testfire, saying the action would
trigger international sanctions.
On Thursday, the Committee
for the Peaceful Reunification of
(North) Korea accused South
Korea of "trumpeting about
'sanctions" against its satellite
launch, saying outsiders will
know "what will soar in the air
in the days ahead."
"If the puppet warmongers
infringe upon our inviolable dignity even a bit ... we will not
only punish the provokers but
reduce their stronghold to
debris," the committee said in a
statement carried by the country's official Korean Central
News Agency.
Kim Myong Gil, minister to
the North's U.N. mission in
New York. also told reporters in
Atlanta on Thursday that his
country would implement "the

AP

Models of mock North KOlea's Scud-B missile, left, and other South Korean missiles are displayed at Korea War Memorial Museum in Seoul. North Korea lashed out at critics warning it
not to test a long-range missile, saying that it would punish those trying to disrupt its plan to
send what it calls a satellite into orbit.
satellite launch as scheduled."
saying timing of its launch
remains to be seen, according to
South Korea's Yonhap news
agency. The report said Kim was
in Atlanta to take part in an
international academic forum.
Analysts say the North's
planned launch is seen as a bid
for President Barack Obama's
attention as international talks
on its nuclear programs
remained stalled for months and
tensions with South Korea are at
their highest level in a decade.
Rodger Baker, director of
East Asia analysis at STRAT-

WASHINGTON(API-The
economy contracted at a staggering 6.2 percent pace at the
end of 2008. the worst showing
in a quarter-century, as consumers and businesses ratcheted
back spending, plunging the
country deeper into recession.
The Commerce Department
report released Friday showed
the economy sinking much
faster than the 3.8 percent annualized drop for the OctoberDecember quarter first estimated last month. It also was considerably weaker than the 5.4
percent annualized decline
economists expected.
Looking ahead, economists
predict consumers and businesses will keep cutting back spending. making the first six months

of this year especially rocky.
"Right now we're in the period of maximum recession stress,
where the big cuts are being
made." said economist Ken
Mayland,
president
of
ClearView Economics.
The new report offered grim
proof that the economy's economic tailspin accelerated in the
fourth quarter under a slew of
negative forces feeding on each
other. The economy started off
2008 on feeble footing. picked
up a bit of speed in the spring
and then contracted at an annualized rate of 0.5 percent in the
third quarter.
The faster downhill slide in
the final quarter of last year
came as the financial crisis the worst since the 1930s -

Panel: Raise federal gas tax
charge drivers by the mile
WASHINGTON (AP) Raise federal gasoline taxes to
help pay for road projects'?
Not during a recession.
Transportation Secretary Ray
LaHood has said.
Then how about moving
toward a system that finances
highway construction by charging motorists by the mile?
When LaHood suggested last
week that be considered among
other
potential
financing
schemes, he got bushwhacked
by the White House.
"It is not and will not be the
policy of the Obama administration," the president's press secretary said.
With the administration's
position seemingly clear, a special commission created by
Congress is nonetheless endorsing those two ideas.
Its report Thursday warns
that if government fails to find a
new way to raise money. "we
k
,ill suffer erini con.equent.e. in

V
+a* •
. .r."Of:
ill.., ail

the future: unimaginable levels
of congestion. reduced safety,
costlier goods and services, an
eroded quality of life, and
diminished economic competitiveness as a nation."
The
National
Surface
Transportation Infrastructure
Financing Commission says the
current 18.4 cents a gallon gas
tax and 24.4 cents a gallon
diesel tax are not raising enough
money to keep pace with the
cost of highway, bridge and
transit projects.
The commission proposes
lifting the gasoline tax by 10
cents per gallon and the diesel
'tax by 15 cents per gallon, and
adjusting both for inflation.
The report also says fuel
taxes increasingly will become a
less reliable way to pay for highway construction as people
drive more fuel efficient vehicles and the number of electric
and alternative fuel cars and
trucks cross.
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Before Friday's report was
released, many economists were
projecting an annualized drop of
5 percent in the current JanuaryMarch quarter. However, given
the fourth quarter's showing and
the dismal state of the jobs market. Mayland believes a decline
of closer to 6 percent in the current quarter is possible.

The i nitial guaranteed interest rate for
certificates *nth a
,effective date in Febniary is

Exxon-Mobil
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intensified. Consumers at the
end of the year slashed spending
by the most in 28 years. They
chopped spending on cars, furniture. appliances, clothes and
other
things.
Businesses
retrenched sharply, too, dropping the ax on equipment and
software, home building and
construction.
commercial

9
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try's isolation and lack of access
to technology.
"They are really good with
short-range and anti-ship missiles, mostly those they've moddied from Soviet and Chinese
missiles." Baker told Tine
Associated Press.
Clinton announced Thursday.
that envoy Stephen Boswoith
would soon travel to the capitals
of four countries that have been
working with Washington to get
North Korea to give up ns
nuclear program - Russia.
Japan. China and South Korea.

Economy shrinks at fastest rate since Reagan years

Garages, Inc.
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FOR, a global intelligence cornpany. said the launch of the
Taepodong-2 will most likely
take place around the first week
in March. around the time of
elections for the North's rubberstamp parliament.
The long-range Taepodong-2
missile is believed capable Of
reaching Alaska. Some experts
think the North is preparing to
test an advanced version that
could reach the western continental U.S.
Baker said that North Korea's
missile capability was "fairly
sophisticated" given the coun-
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The truth
about alcohol
drivers killed in 21X/6 had been
drinking according to the
NHTSA. Suicide attempts are
higher among teens that drink
than among those who don't.
Drinking alcohol can even be
fatal if too much is consumed
in too short a time. Consuming five drinks in any one
occasion is considered binge
drinking.
Like many people, you might
be thinking. "I can try it once.
I won't get addicted." But
guess what? You're IK:f in
control. Your brain is. When
you use alcohol—just once—
your brain's pleasure center is
alerted. That can set up a
craving for more that can negatively affect ones life. Parents. your child's brain is not
fully developed until around
age 25, and studies have shown
that even a small amount of
alcohol can effect how the
brain will develop.
When risk is not perceived
about alcohol, there is a greater
chance of alcoholic tendencies
to occur. Based on the results
of a 2006 survey of MurrayCalloway County students. 7%
of 6th graders, 11% of 8th
graders, 16% of 10th graders.
and 14% of 12th graders perceived "no risk" of drinking
one or two drinks of an alcoholic beverage nearly every
day. It is of the utmost importance to educate the children
of our community on the risks
That's what's happening in
of consuming alcohol at an early the energy industry, in response
age.
to prices that are volatile and
Always remember to talk to high overall, security concerns
your children before the pos- related to foreign oil, and growsible path to addiction begins, ing consensus on climate
"Start Talking, Before They change.
Start Drinking"!
Since Kentucky sits on
Lauren Ballantyne is Coali- what's known as the "Saudi
tion Network Coordinator for Arabia of coal." we're clearly
CCASAP If you are interested poised to become a leader in
in more information on this the rapidly emerging field of
topic contact the Calloway- clean coal technology.
County Alliance for Substance
There's a great example takAbuse Prevention at(270) 762- ing place right here in West7333 or visit our website at ern Kentucky. which was the
wwsvccasap.com.
subject of a legislative hearing last week in Frankfort.
do
Opinions expressed on the Forum page
A joint venture is underway
the
editorial
opinion
of
necessarily
reflect
the
not
to build a plant that converts
Murray Ledger & Times.
our native coal into clean-burning natural gas. It's a cuttingedge process called "gasification," developed by Cono,11111CIMI.
coPhillips. Peabody Energy
0111 01/401
owns the coalfields adjacent to
tow
0,0 1/11/110 1
the proposed site in Muhlenberg County. near Central City.
At a time when we desperately need jobs and economic
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
activity, the Kentucky NewGas
Washington, D.C. 20510
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Energy Center would provide
1-202-225-3115
www.house.gov/whitfield

By Lauren Ballantyne
calloway County Alliance for
Substance Abuse Prevention
: As you read this article, you
ire using your brain to process
information. Your brain is a
ifital nerve center with differtint parts that direct all kinds
of processes in your body.
Many of these occur without
you even being aware of it,
such as breathing. talking. walking. eating and sleeping. Your
brain is also responsible for
helping you leant new skills
such as how to ride a bike or
play an instrument. Drugs and
alcohol can confuse your brain
to the point where it has trouble making your body work
the way it is supposed to.
That's why people who drink
too much alcohol have trouble
walking and talking. But there
ire much worse things happening inside the bodies of
people who habitually abuse
drugs and alcohol. Much of
the damage can't be seen until
it's too late.
So what's so bad about alcohol? It's legal right?—at least
for those 21 and older. But
there are reasons for a legal
drinking age. Parents you should
know, kids who drink before
the age of 15 are four times
more likely to have alcohol
problems when they are adults
than those who begin drinking
after the age of 21. Research
shows that the younger you
begin using alcohol, the more
likely you are to become an
alcoholic. Parents, make sure
you start talking to your children. before they start drinking.
- Alcohol is involved in nearly half of all violent deaths
involving teens. According to
the Department of Health and
Human Services. In 2005,29%
of teens rode with a driver
who had been drinking alcohol, and 10% had driven after
drinking". Also, 31% of teen
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Our Elected Officials

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)

both.
The multi-billion-dolidi project is estimated to create 1,200
local jobs during a four-year
construction period. Once built,
the plant would offer 500 longterm, high-paying jobs and
deliver a V(10 million annual
economic impact.
We certainly need the boost
during these tough economic
times, with Kentucky's unemployment rate running higher
than even the soaring national average.
A recent poll, oriented
toward Western Kentucky.
found that by a three-to-one
margin, citizens ranked jobs
and the economy as the most
important issues facing the state.
Four out of five supported the
construction of a coal-to-gas
facility.
The Kentucky NewGas project also has the potential to
meet a broader set of energy
and security needs.
The plant could produce up
to 70 billion cubic feet ot natural gas per year, enough to
provide power to more than

adversity

750,000
households.
That's
three-quarters of a
in
families
who would
be getting
clean enerLegislative
gy from
Update
secure
domestic By Rep. Melvin
Henley
sources.
D-Murray
If Kentucky
NewGas succeeds, it could
become a model for other projects elsewhere, further broadening America's energy portfolio and reducing our reliance
on foreign oil.
That can only make us safer.
While the recent survey
showed that Kentuckians place
a stronger priority on economic growth than on environmental issues, the project involves
a full-scale ettort to minimize
the environmental impacts and
comply with current and poten-

tial future regulatory standards.
The gasification process
itself produces no ash, and
,mne byproducts can be recytied into road construction
materials. Virtually all sulfur
emissions can be captured and
marketed for use in the fend:ter: industry. The companies
insist that wastewater streams
can meet stringent environmental standards.
The top concern is carbon
management, with all its climate ramifications. and that's
been the focus of a huge
research and planning effort.
There's a broad consensus
that stronger new federal regulations on carbon emissions are
coming. perhaps sooner rather
than than later. Kentucky NewGas officials have said they're
committed to working with policymakers to develop regulations for long-term carbon storage.
From the start, the proposed
plant would be designed to be
"carbon storage ready." and
capable of capturing all carbon emissions at the site.

a/

137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-4343
www.jim bunning@bunning.senate.gov

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
Washington, D.C. 20510

861ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
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Pilates Certificate Workshop
scheduled here in April
Center for Health & Wellness of Murray Calloway County Hospital and NETA,a nonprofit fitness professional association, will cosponsor a Pilates Certificate Workshop on
Saturday, April 18,from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Sunday,April 19,from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Learn
the ABC's of Piilates Principles: Alignment,
Breathing, Control and Stability.
This course is designed to provide intensive, hands-on training at the beginner level
lo's
and participants will be tested at the workDatebook shop. To register call 1-800-237-6242 or regisBy Jo Burkeen ter online at www.netaflt.org. For local information call Stephanie Duncan at 762-1348.
Community
Editor

Special event Saturday
A Spring Tea Tasting Party will be Saturday starting at 2:30 p.m.
at the Magnolia Tea Room, located in the Curd-Thomas house at
Hazel, now owned by Scott and Pat Seiber. Reservations s are
required by calling 492-6284 or e-mail magnolia@wk.net.

St. Leo plans fish fry
St. Leo Catholic Church, 401 North 12th St.. Murray, will begin
its weekly Friday Fish Fry from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. today (Friday)
and each Friday through April 3. The public is invited and carryouts are available. For information call 753-3876.

Angel Alert issued
A couple with four children is in need of two twin mattresses
only, no box springs. Any person having these to donate, call the
Calloway County Family Resource Center at 762-7333.

Angel Alert issued
An Angel alert has been issued by The Harbour Youth Services
Center at Calloway County High School. A single parent family
needs a 3.1 liter engine for a 98 Chevy Malibu. If you are interested in donating or need more information call the center at 762-7390.

COMMUN ITN

WhitikIdv.t ill be honored al Thv
National Quilt Museum Saturday
PADUCAH. KY - On
Saturday at 1:30 p.m., The
National Quilt Museum will
honor
Congressman
Ed
Whitfield with the presentation
of a wall quilt in appreciation of
his support of the museum.
From the beginning. Whitfield
led the initiative for the Museum
to receive the Congressional
designation as The National
Quilt Museum of the United
States.
The quilt, "Kentucky Log
Cabin", was made by the Yo Yo
Club of Paducah members
Carolyn
Carver,
Virginia
Hancock, Pat Lewis. Anita
Manning and
Charlotte
Roberts. The quilt will be presented in the museum's lobby,
and the public is invited to
attend the event.
Designated as The National
Quilt Museum of the United
States, the Museum of the
American Quitter's Society is a
non-profit institution located in
downtown
Paducah. The
Museum is open year-round
Monday-Saturday. 10 a.m. - 5
p.m. and from April - October
also open on Sunday 1-5 p.m.
The Museum is ADA compliant.

Boy Scout Brunch Saturday
The annual Boy Scout Brunch will be Saturday at 10 a.m. at the
Murray Banquet Center in the Bel Air Shopping Center with U.S.
Congressman Ed Whitfield slated to speak. Also Kate Reeves,executive director of West Kentucky Wrather Museum, will tell the story
of Scouting's 100 Years. Early bird brunch will begin at 9:30 a.m.

Choirs plan Saturday event
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Calloway County High School Choirs will present a show on
Saturday starting at 6:30 p.m. in the high school cafeteria. Dessert
will be served at 6:30 p.m. Tickets are $5 for people 6 years of age
and over. Ages 5 and under are free. This is a fundraiser for the
choirs' spring trip to Gatlinburg. Tenn. The Chamber and Concert
Choirs, directed by Mark Dycus. will both sing a mixture of songs
including a medley from the show, "Grease." Also soloists will
sing. A raffle will also be held. The public is urged to attend.

Photo provided

Yo Yo Club members show quilt to be presented to Congressman Ed Whitfield who are, from
left, Carolyn Carver, Anita Manning, Charlotte Roberts, Virginia Hancock and Pat Lewis.

Zmouncemenis
Annelise Marie Hayden
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Hayden of Sedalia are the parents of a daughter, Annelise Marie Hayden, born on Friday. Jan. 23, 2009. at 8:02
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds 12 ounces and measured 21 inches.
The mother is the former Amanda Callison. A brother is Ethan
Hayden.
Maternal grandparents are Steve and Lisa Callison of Hickman.
Paternal grandparents are Mike and Teresa Hayden of Cayce.

Learn To Sew Classes planned
All Learn to Sew Classes and 4-H Sewing Classes, sponsored by
the Calloway County Extension Service, will have a fresh start on
Saturday from 9 a.m. to noon at the American Legion Building on
North 4th Street. Murray. The sewing orientation and pattern suggestions will be discussed on that day. For more information call the
Calloway County Extension office at 753-1452.

Community Music Project planned
Registration is going on now for MusicTime. an early childhood
music program at Murray State University. This fun and active class
is for children from birth to age 4 and their parents/caregivers.
Activities include singing, rhyming, moving and instrumental
exploration. Classes will be held on Friday and Saturday mornings
beginning March 6 and 7 and run for eight weeks. For more information or to register. contact Michael at 761-4804 or e-mail at
layniealba@gmail.com.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformer's Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church
The public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information
or for a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Shrine Bingo on Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 at the club
building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is invited.

Resource Center collecting
Calloway County Family Resource Center will be collecting new
and used children's books for kindergarten through 5th grade with a
special need for chapter books for grades 3rd through 5th from now
until Saturday. Look for the brightly colored box placed at each
Calloway County elementary school to place the books. Each book
that is donated will be given out to students while celebrating Dr.
Seuss' birthday in early March to encourage reading at home. For
more information contact the center at 762-7333.

Applications being accepted
Murray-Calloway County Chapter of Habitat for Humanity is
now accepting applications for its next house. Applications are
available at the Calloway County Public Library. Completed applications will be accepted through the month of February. For additional information, e-mail murraycallowayhabitat@yahoo.com or
leave a message at 761-6055.

Class of 1999 planning reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1999 will have a 10-year
class reunion June 13, 2009. There are several class members that
the committee does not have contact information. If you or a family member was in the class of 1999 and have not given your contact information to the planning committee. e-mail Kennette
Cleaver Jones at kennette29@hotmail.com or Sarah Broughton
Winchel at sarahb42990_thotmail.com. This information is needed
as soon as possible so invitations can be mailed.

Good Life plans trip
The Munay Bank Good Life will be traveling to the Southern
Women's Show in NashvIle, Tenn., on Saturday. April 2. The day
will consist of shopping. food shows, makeovers, massages and
much more. If you would like to travel with the Good Life contact
Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail bsykes@themurraybank.coni

Photo provided

Pictured is Leah Evans, right, presenting a donation to Erica
Gray, science teacher at Calloway County High School and
the Academic Team Sponsor.

CCHS Alumni
Associates give
group a donation
The Alumni & Associates of
Calloway County High School
presented a donation of $50 to
the Academic team of the school
to go toward travel expenses to
the Kentucky Association of
Academic Governors Cup State
Competition on March 14-16 at
Louisville.
Leah Evans, board member of
the group, made the presentation
to Erica Gray, science teacher
and academic team sponsor at
the school.
The CCHS Alumni &
Associates meet the third
Tuesday of every month and
present an organization/club
with a $50 donation.
Anyone wishing to join CCHS
Alumni & Associates may contact Melissa Green at the school

.Gold Has Hit $1,000!

BUYING GOLD

at
Melisssa
GreenWCalloway.kyschiools.us

Murray Shakespeare Festival
2009 scheduled next week
During the first week of
March,
The
American
Shakespeare Center On Tour of
Staunton. Va., will come to the
Murray State University campus
for three performances of
"Hamlet," one performance of
-The Comedy of Errors," and
one performance of Tom
Stoppard's "Rosencrantz and
Guildenstem Are Dead."
The festival will also feature
the following events:
Monday, March 2: Cinema
International Film: Hamlet
(with Ethan Hawke and Bill
Murray), 7:30 p.m. in the Curris
Center Theater (Free).
Tuesday, March 3: "The
Comedy of Errors" at 7 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium ($7 general
admission);
Cinema
International Film: "Hamlet"
(with Ethan Hawke and Bill
Murray), 7:30 p.m. in the Curris
Center Theater (free).
Wednesday, March 4:
"Hamlet- at 10 a.m. in Lovett
Auditorium ($5 with MSU ID:
$7.00 general admission);
Lecture: Dr. Barbara Cobb.
"Who Sees Ophelia Drown?:
Hamlet's Women," 4:30 p.m. in
Faculty Hall 208 (free).
March
5:
Thursday,
"Hamlet" at 10 a.m. in Lovett
Auditorium ($5. with MSU ID;

I I a.m. • 4 p.m.

ttagnolia Tea Room
Look for the ,tc300

front

Main St., Hwy. 641 S.
Hazel,ICY

Bring Your Scrap Gold & Coins

$7.00 general admission):
Lecture: Dr. Rusty Jones,
"Repetition With Difference:
Rosencrantz and Guildenstem
Are Dead As Parody," 4:30 p.m.
in Faculty Hall 208 (free):
Music Event: "The Bard Sings:
Settings
of
Musical
Shakespeare." sponsored by the
MSU Music Department. 6:30
p.m. in the Farrell Recital Hall.
Fine Arts Building (free);
Cinema International Film:
-The Curse of the Golden
Flower," 7:30 p.m. in the Curris
Center Theater (free).
Friday, March 6: "Hamlet"
10 a.m. in Lovett Auditorium
($S with MSU ID; $7 general
admission): MSU Fencing Club:
Staging the Duel Between
Hamlet and Laertes, 4:30 p.m.
in Faculty Hall 208 (free):
"Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
Are Dead" 7 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium ($7 general adrnis•
sion):Cinema
International
Film:"The Curse of the Golden
Flower" 7:30 p.m. in the Curris
Center Theater (free)
Saturday, March 7: Cinema
International Film: "The Curse
of the Golden Flower" 7:30 p.m.
in the Curris Center Theater
(free).
Tickets are available at the
door or phone 809-6937.

Cuen/.Weminders
The following is a reminder of an event scheduled for this weekend that was recently published in The Murray Ledger & Times.
Lindsey Barnett, daughter of Ron Barnett and Daron and Jane
Harrison of Murray, and Tripp Crane, son of Tommy and Lori
Crane of Paris, Tenn.. and Mark and Darlene Bucy of Murray, will
be married Saturday, Feb. 27. 2009, at 6:30 p.m. at Memorial
Baptist Church, Murray. All relatives and friends are invited.

SUBSCRII3E

CALLOWPNY COUNTY
PRE<_›C 1-400L/1-4EAD STA1.1f; IN6 R&&)d1RATON

.r.i .y, Aikroit
.a.m. - 2 p.m.
It sour child ail' be • 4 sears old on or before October I.; 4'4 Come and
register. `IOU will need to bring the following with you

V Certified Birth Certificate
V Social Security Card
V Proof of Income
(W-2's or Income Taxes for 2008)
V Insurance Card or Medical Card
V Custody Papers (if applicable)

SATURDAY ONLY!

Youth art offered at guild
The Murray Art Guild is offering youth studios for pre-school
through high school students. Each class offers age appropnate
projects exploring an materials and techniques while encouraging
creative expression. Class size is limited with an emphasis on individual focus. Complete details can be found on the guild's web site:
www.mrrayartguild.org or by calling the Guild at 53-4059.

o.burkeentrmurrayiedger.cr

Your child does need to be present
to register. Registration will be held at the
Preschool which is behind
the Calloway County High School

Please call 762-7410 to
schedule your appointment.

•
•
•
•

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
•NOCHECKS

SCHEDULE GPOD THRt1 MAR 5
moviesinttiuiray.cont
Frost/Nixon
- 1:30 - 4:05 - 7:15 - 9:45
Taken
1>G13- 1:45 - 3:50 - 7:30 9:30
He's Just Not That Into You
Pt313 - 1.15 - 3 45 • 7:00 - 9:40
Braden 30 Came
; • 1245-245-4.45 -845- a.45
i rips swamis°Oases Brolhers 30 .
:onirolliftrawalt IrvaigibleF6'11n
•s*yeto•a,
.
.

Medea Goes

lo

PG13 - 1:10 - 3:30 - 7:05 • ci
Fired Up
PG13 - 3:20 - 9:35
Confessions Of A Shopabli,,
PG. 1:00- 7:20
Friday The 13th
R- 1:25 - 3:35 - 7:40 • 9
•a)
Program Information Cat 753-3314

0 11 • I r Itla,
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DIRECTOM OF CHURCHES
www.aiiirrayledger.com
ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat 900 a m
Worship
Sabbath School
Sat IC 15 a m

ST. MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
no Mayfield Highs:" Bentan KY 42026
no ;27 NOM
Set-tics
Ill 00 a m
Feast Day SPINKTS contact the Rector 252 3389

APOSTOLIC
APOST01.1( HOME FELLOWSHIP
10 00• m
Sunda,
Tueada,
6 4C pm
1•11
Thursda,

ASSENBLIES or 902
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10 30 a to
Sunday Evening Worship 6.30 pm
700 pm
Wednesday 1321Ic Study

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11.00 a_m
Evening Worship
6-00 p m.
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
Worship

10 a.m.
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.

COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:46 a.m.
Morning Services
11:00 a.m.
Evening Services
600 p.m.

LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
241.1°
0P
p um
'
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m

I1(()“n
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
E00
00 ap 7
6
Morning Worship
16
Evening Worship
morning
Worship
04) to
to
Evening Worship

10 am

CHAPEL
1Iam
7 P rn
10-00 a.in
Sunday School
11:00 a_m
Preaching
5.30 p to
Prayer Service
600 p.m
Church
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
:am
pni
Worship 8:45 a.m & 11 a m &I

DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service
6:90 p.m_
Sunday School
1000 cm.
Worship Service
1100 cm.
6-00 p.m.
Sunday Night

BArngr9.30 a.m .
hool
Sunday School
Worship
1030 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7,00 p.m
Wed. Night Bible Study
GROVE
Sunday SC
School
9.45 a.m.
1045 a.m.
Worship Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7,00 p.m
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Awakening
Sat. 6 p.m.-10 p.m

ELM GROVE BAPTIST
900 a.m.
Sunday School
1000 .to & 6:00 n.m.
Worship
Discipleship Training
5:00 p.m.

SINKING SPRING
Sunday School10 a.m.
Wednesday11
Worship
a m & 6 p.m.
7 p.m.

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Sunday Sch)...,1
1000 a.m
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
6:00 p.m
Afternoon Worship
Wed Bible Study & Youth 7:00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
FIRST BAPTIST
9:45 am.
Sunday School
Worship 8,30 & 10.55 a.m. & 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
10:00 cm.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6,46 p.m.
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
930 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9:30 •.m
Sunday School
10,45 mni & 6 p.m
Worahip
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunda) School
10 a to
Morning Worship
11 am & 6pm
Wednesday
7p.m
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
6,00, 9- 15 & 1030 a.m
Sun. Schools 8:00, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
6,00 p.m
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
9,30 a in
Sunday School
Worship
10,30 a.m & 6,30 p.m
530 p.m
Church Training
7:00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
10:00 am
Sunday School
Worship Service 11,00 a.m. & 6 p.m
700 p.m
Wednesday
KIMSEY BAPTIST
11-00 a.m
Morning Worship
5- 30-730 p.m
Awana
5-45 p.m
Training Union
Evening Worship
630 p.m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
Preaching
11 am & 6,00 p.m
7,00 p.m
Wednesday Night
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
'.1 se, & 6 p.m.
Worship
7.10 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
LOCUST GROVE
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

SHILOH FULL G(MPEI. ASSEMBLY
704) pot
Thursday Night
10-00 01.
Sunday Morning
704) p m
Sunday Evening

One of the first real jobs I had as
a young man was working on
the railroad. In the middle of one
particular day. I recall the track
foreman telling all the ne%
workers to go to the railroad
doctor for a physical examinafion. At the time, we were all
quite dirty and sweaty from
working, and I apologized to the
doctor because we didn't get a
chance to clean up before seeing
him. Surprisingly, the doctor didn't seem to mind,
and he remarked that the dirt on the outside didn't
matter; he was more interested in what was on the
inside of the workers. Our Heavenly Father is also
like the doctor — he is more interested in what is in
our hearts than in our exterior, outward appearance.
The Bible tells us that God alone knows the hearts of
men and He will deal with each person as they
deserve. However, sometimes we may put more
importance on a person's exterior than we should
Although it is probably only human nature to be
more friendly to an attractive, well-groomed person
than to someone who is unkempt, a person with a
kind and gentle heart may prove to be a more reliable
triend, regardless of their appearance. He is only concerned with what is inside our hearts.

WorahipNEW PROVIDENC16°E(7)
1000 a.m
Sunday School
11 a m. & 6 p.m
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
Worship

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Saturday Celebration Serylie 7 p iii
Wednesday Spiritual Training 7 pm
Wed Praia, Worship & Altar S put

It's What's On The
Inside That Counts

MOUNT HOSES FREEWILL BAPTIST
' School
930 a m
S
Wuonr.
dh
aiyp

SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a.m
Sunday School
Worship
11 ani.6.30 pm
7 p.m
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
900 a.m
Sunday School
Worship Services
10 a.m.
6 p.m.
Discipleship Training

R.S.V.

9:30 a.m.
11 cm.

SUGAR CREEK
School
10 a.m
S
Wun
ore
dh
aiyp.
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
7 p.m
Wednesday
WEST FORK
11.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening
Sunday School
Worship
Wednesday

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
p
Sunday
7 p to
Wednesday
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9-30 a.m
Bible School
II 30 a.m. & 7pm.
Worship
7 p to
Wed Bible Study
7 p to
Friday Worship
HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
-2 riole...st of Lynn ;rove
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1045 a.m.
Worship
7:30 p.m.
Evening Service
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and YtOrship 10 30 a rn & 6 pci
p to
Werinesdo Fano), 'rratrung
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
10,30 a m.
Sundays
Wednesday,:
7:00 p m.
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
10,00 a to
10- 15 a.m
Sunday School
11,00 a rn
Worship
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
Sunday Morning
11:00 a.m.
6-30 pm
Wednesday Evening

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
0,30 a 0:
Public Talk
10,30 a.m.
Watchtower Study

Truly God is good to the upright,
To those who are pure in heart.

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
9,00 a to
Bible Study
10:30 a.m.
Worship

JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

mItOmurrayledge r.cow

Psalm 73:1

METHODIST
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10,15 a.m.
6-00 p.m
Evening Worship
7,00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study

BAPTIST CHURCH
9:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m.

BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
School10am
Sunday
vior
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday

CATIICILIC
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
4:00 p.m
Saturday Mass
Sunday Mass
10:30 a.m
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
6:00 p.m
Saturday Mass
Sam & 11 a.m
Sunda, lvtass4.s

CHRISTUU1
AURORA CHRISTIAN
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
10
Bible Study Sunday
7
Bible Study Wednesday
FIRST CHRISTIAN
9,00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Worship Service
MURRAYCHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
9.30 a.in
Bible School
1030
: a to
Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Service

CIIISTIAll SCENE MOM
10,30 a.m.
Sunday School
Reading Room Every Wed 12-3 pm
7.:30
2nd Wednesday

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMS)CHURCH OF CHRIST
9-00 a.m.
Bible School
950 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

BETTER
9,30 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
10,30 sin. & 6,00 p.m.
7,00 p.m
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
5 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 cm.
Bible Study
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
7:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
900 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF1CHRI
0,00 ST
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7-00 p.m.
Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Worship
950 a m. & 6
9
Bible Clatwea
Wednesday
PROVIDENCE
NEW
7
9:00
00 ap.rn
m
Bible Study
Worship
1000
,.
am & 600 p m
Wed. Bible Study
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
C•011 piv
Evening Worship

SECOND STREET
104.5 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:00 pm.
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
5 a.m.,9 a.m. & 6 p.m.
10:15 a.m.
Bible Study
7 p.m.
Bible
Study
Wed.
UNION GROVE
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9.30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
6-00
p.m.
Sun
Night
2nd & 4th
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10-00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
lot & 3rd Sun, Night
COLDWATER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship

UNIVERSITY
900 a m.
Bible Classes
Worship
10,00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8:50 a to
Worship Service
9:50 a to
Sunday School

WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11,00 am
Worship

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9-00 a.m.
600 p.m.
Evening
rn

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
8:45& 11 am
Worship
9,50 a.m
Sunday School

CRUNCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
10:00 a_m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship Service

CHUM. H OF JESUS CHRISI
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
10 00 a.m
11.10 a.m.
Sunday School
1.) 10pm.
Sacrameni Mort 17141

GOSHEN METHODIST
9,00 mni
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School

EPISCOPAL

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
9:4.5 a.m
Morning Worship

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
30 a to
Worship
94.61 a to
Sunday School
121/0 p m
Tuesday

INDEPCIIDENT

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
1E00 a.m
Morning Worship

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
1030 a.m.
Worship Sunday
Children's Sunday School 11,00 a.m.

KIRKSEY UNITED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Morning Worship

FREEDOM HOUSE
Sunday School
10-00 a.m.
11:00am
Vo'orship

LYNN GROVE
9:00 a.m
Sunday School
9,30 a.m
Morning Worship

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10:00 a m.
Worship
Wednesday- Home Groups 6-00 p.m

MARTIN'S CHAPEL .UNTTED
900 a.m
Worship Service
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10 00 a 1-6
Sunda, Schis,I
11161 a ni
Morning Worship
Wednesday Youth Service 6 30 pit
PALESTINE UNITED
10 00 a in
Sunday School
II00 a ni
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9 30 a it,
Worship
11 00 a in
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9 45 a it.
Sunday Schwil
10,45 a in
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
94.44) a in
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Preaching

WAIVES CHAPEL AME CHURCH
1000 a.m
Sunday Sauk,:
II'00 a.m
Morn Th., is,, , •

NAZARENE
MURRAY CHURCH
9:46 a.m
Sunday School
10-45 a to
Morning Worship
6:00 p m
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m
Wednesday Worshii

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11 -00 a.m & 600 p.m.
Church
7,00 phi
Wednesday
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 am
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship S.rvice
5:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
CALVARY TEMPLE
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11 00 a m & 6:30 p m
Worship
Wed E‘ening & Youth Service 7.00 p.m
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 am.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UPC
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
FAITH TABERNACLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11am & 7 p.m.
Worship
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAJ.
6,00 p iv
Saturday Evening
10.30 a in & 6 p i.
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10 am
Sunday School & Warship
6 p.m
Evening Worship
7p
Wednesday •
NEW CONCORD
10 am
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship Sun.6 p.m. & Wed. 7 p.m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:00 a to
Sunday School
1050 a.m. & 6 p m.
Worship
7 p to
Wednesday Worship
UNTIED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11-00-730 p.m
Worship Service

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9:30 a to
Sunday School
10,45 a m
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
I000 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
Worship
11:00 a.m
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
UNTFY CUMBERLAND
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 am & 6-30 p.m.
Worship

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
.4.4;ot-4c-its/ /11
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nrrs BLOCK 6

512 S. 4th Street
753-5726
Hours:
M-F 9-5 • Sat. 10-2
or by appointment

traits

READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concret,-

753-35401

East Main Street

9CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944
COMPANY

Our Family Is Here Ti,
Ilelp Yours.
vk. NI. • Thirray • 270-753.1962

Office Technology k,pecialists
1-800-858-0492
1393 State Route 45 North

Mayfield. Ky.

Cain's*Al NADEAU CONSTRUCTION
441-

270-978-2111

CHRY.L;L6H-0006E•JEEP

1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY •753-6448 I L
www.cains.net

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8

• MI Home Improvements • New (..onsirucnon
• Residentiol/Commerciol

10q
Discount

Murray
753-9383
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Heal the right, 0 Lord, attend
unto my cry, give ear unto my
prayer, that goeth not out of
feigned lips.
— Psalm 17:1

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Pmfessional Care with a Personal Touch

208 S. 6th Si• Murray, KY •(270)759-9500

1,vtp,Avve8, ALL
PEST CONTROL

939 State Route 121 N.• Murray
753-6433 • 1-800-264-1433
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Various churches
have
released information concerning
then worship servicess:
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist: Rev. Robert
H. Jetton, pastor, will speak
about "The Power of Faith and
the Pan It Plays in Changing
Our Lives" at the 10:45 a.m.
worship
service.
Clarkie
Butterworth is music leader with
Tommy Gaines and Joan
Cooper, accompanists. Bill
Phillips will be liturgist. Holy
Communion will be served.
Sunday School will be at 9:46
a.m. and Bible Study at 6:30
p.m. at the church at 5671
Crossland Road.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist: Pastor Bro. Alan
Trull will speak about "Loose
Him & Set Him Free" with
scripture from John 11:14-44 at
the 11 a.m. worship service.
Frank Coles will be worship
leader with Karen Coles and
Sharon Myatt, accompanists.
The Choir Chorus will sing
"You Alone Are Holy" and the
choir will also perform a special. Jennie Dickerson will give
the youth message. Larry
Chrisman
and
Johnny
Underwood will be ushers.
Sunday School will begin at 10
a.m.
Hazel United Methodist:
Pastor Bro. Alan Trull will
speak about "Loose Him & Set
Him Free" with scripture from
John 11:14-44 at the 9:45 a.m.
worship service. J.W. Jones will
be worship leader with Toni
Jones as pianist. Johnna Nance
will give the children's message.
Sunday School will begin at II
a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist:
Dennis Norvell, pastor, will

speak about "A New Look a
Sin" with scripture from
Matthew 15.1-12 at the 8:45 and
II a.ni. worship services. The
regular business meeting will be
at the 6 p.m. worship service.
Dee and Kathy Lipford will lead
the worship services with Susan
Reynolds, Hazel Jean Brandon,
Dee Lipford and Carol Kelly as
accompanists. Sunday School
classes for all ages will be conducted at lit a.m.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian:
Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor,
will speak about "Good News"
with scripture from Mark 1:9-15
at the II a.m. worship service.
Camme Cain will be song
leader with Margaret Boyd as
pianist. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m.
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor, will
speak about "Twenty-four
Hours That Love Couldn't
Avoid" with scripture from John
13:1-17 at the 9 a.m. worship
service with Tom Villaflor as the
pastor's assistant. Marlene
Beach and Linda Palmer will be
greeters. Serving as acolytes
will be Elizabeth and Nicholas
Brunn. Children's Church will
be directed by Tina Sexton.
April Arnold will direct the
choir with Renee Doyle and
Carla Halkias as accompanists.
Sunday School with Tim
Chaney as superintendent will
be at 10:15 a.m. The combined
youth activities and Sunday
night Bible Study for both
Goshen and Kirksey churches
will meet at Goshen at 6 p.m.
University
Church of
Christ: Charley Bazzell, minister, will speak about "The
Kingdom of God is at Hand"

with scripture from Mark
p.m.
about "Real Christianity At Endat the 10 a.m. worship servFirst Christian: Dr. Ruth time Living" with scripture from
ice and the University Youth and Ragovin, senior minister, will Thessalonians 4:13-5:11 at the
Roy Hawkins will conduct the 5 speak about "The Burning Bush: 10:30 a.m. worship service and
p.m. worship service. Andrew Where Does Up in Your Life" about "The Greatest Book Ever
Jones will be worship leader. with scripture from Etodus 3:/- Written - The Greatest Story
Assisting will be John Murdock /6 at the 10:15 a.m. worship Ever Told: Period VI - The
and Bobby Bazzell. Bible service. Mark Dycus is choir United Kingdom" with scripture
Classes will be at 9 a.m.
director with Donnie Hendrix, from!.12 Samuel. 1 Kings I:!!.
Glendale Road Church of organist, Judith Hill, pianist, and 2 Chronicles 11-9 at the 6 p.m.
Christ: Todd Walker, associate Julie Warner. instrumentalist. worship service. Tommy Scott is
minister and song leader, will Assisting
will
be
Ruth minister of music. The choir
speak
about
"Deacon Daughaday, worship leader, will sing "The Power of the
Ordination" with scripture from Doug
Henry
and
June Cross" and April Alexander will
Timothy 3:8-13 at the 9 a.m. Vandermolen as elders, and present special music at the
worship service and Josh Bybee Mallory Cathey, Elizabeth morning hour and Michael
will speak about "Workers For Dawson, Lillian Gierhart, Erica D'Elia will present special
the Lord" with scripture from, Gray. Fulton Hart and Steve music at the evening hour.
Ephesians 4:11-12 at the 6 p.m. Parker as diaconate.
Assisting will be Stevee Smith
worship service. Also assisting
First Baptist: Dr. Henry and John Yezerski, deacons of
will be Gary Evans, involve- Webb, pastor, will speak about the week. Sunday School will be
ment minister, Nick Hutchens, "The Danger of Money and at 9:30 a.m. Shelly Harris is
youth minister, Joe Phillips, T.J. Stuff' with scripture from Mark minister to preschool & chilHargrove and Hayden Rogers, 12:13-17, 10:17-27 at the 8:30 dren.
song service, Tommy Schroeder, and 10:55 a.m. worship services
First United Methodist:
John Miller, Barry Walker, Jerry and Joseph Kelly will speak Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, will
Ainley, Phillip Brown, Zachary about "The Grace Factor" at the speak about "Getting Real
Underhill, Austin McCuiston, 6 p.m. worship service. About Ourselves" with scripture
Charlie Rogers and Corey Margaret Wilkins and Eleanor from Romans 7:25-31 at the
Underhill. A short worship serv- Spry will be accompanists, 8:45 and II a.m. worship servicice will be at 5 a.m. and Bible assisted by the Praise Team. The es. Dr. Pam Wurgler is minister
classes at 10:15 a.m.
sanctuary choir will sing "I Will of music and pianist and Joan
First Presbyterian: Rev. Worship You I Exalt You" and Bowker is organist. Mady
David Montgomery, co-pastor, Laurie Edminster will sing "It Is Trevathan, oboe, will play
will speak about "God for the Well with My Soul" at the sec- "Together At the Table of The
Journey" with scripture from ond morning service. Mary Lord" at the second service.
Mark 1:9-15 at the 10:45 a.m. Grace West, harpist, will present Jordan Nagy and P reston Ross
worship service. Todd Hill is special music at the 6 p.m. serv- will be acolytes with Eika Nagy
choir director with Lee Kern ice. Sharon Siebold will give the as acolyte parent. Also assisting
Hundley as pianist. Rev. Dr. Ann children's sermon at the 8:30 will be Rev. Bob Saywell, minMarie Montgomery, co-pastor, a.m. service. Also assisting will ister of visitation. Gary Vacca,
will be liturgist. Assisting will be Boyd Smith, associate pastor Jennifer VanWaes, and Daniel
be Eva Hopkins, Valerie Coy, of students. Gary Garth and Roy Hopkins.
Mitch Coy and Donald Fleming. Weaver, deacons of the week,
Locust Grove Baptist: Bro.
ushers; Kathie Fleming. Sam and Jeff Stewart, Brian West, Ryker Wilson, pastor, will speak
McNeely, Andi Denney, Sallie Wilma Beatty, and Patric Gill. about "A Family on Mission"
Guy, Jim Barnett and Don Sunday School will be at 9:45 with
scripture
from
Fleming, communion servers. a.m.
Deuteronomy 6:4-9 at the II
Sunday School will be at 9:30
Westside Baptist: Rev. a.m, worship service and about
a.m. and Korean Worship a' 2 Glynn M. On, pastor, will speak "Sharing the Good News: A

Friend To The Fnendless" with
scripture from Luke 5:29-32 at
the 6 p.m. worship service. Bill
and Trish Barton will be in
charge of the Kid's Corner
Children's Sermon. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
Martin Severns, pastor, will
speak at the 8:50 and 10:50 a.m.
worship services. Bro. Jeff
Prater is minister of music with
Misty Williams and Kathy
Thweatt as accompanists.
Assisting will be Ron James,
Sunday School report, Reggie
Key. deacon of week. and
Jimmy Dodson,. yokefellow.
Sunday School will be at 9:40
a.m.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services. Henry Nance
is music director with Sherry
Fortner, Oneida White and
Kathy Garrison, accompanists.
Kevin Royalty will sing a solo at
the morning hour and a trio
composed of Kathy Garrison.
Marion Hale and Oneida White
will sing at the evening hour.
Eddie Morris will give the children's sermon. Micah Sugg is
youth director. Assisting will be
Gene Collins. Junior Garrison,
Brian McCuiston and Brian
White, ushers. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m.
Anglican
St.
Mark's
Church: A four week Lenten
Bible study series on -Living
with the Mind of Christ" with
scripture from Luke 10:25-37
and Philippians 2:1-11 on the
theme of "Love: The Power to
Change Your Mind" will be
offered by the church at Benton.
For nformation call 1-270-8048046.

What do you believe Christ would think about Ms.Suleman?
Question:
What would
Jesus do or say about the
unmarried
woman
in
California who recently gave
birth to eight babies after
already
having six
children?
An
Since there
is nothing in
the teachings of Jesus
or the Bible
that directly
addresses
What Would this quesJesus Do? tion, I was
hesitant to
By Richard
Youngblood. comment on
it. What has
Minister of
been done
University
cannot be
Church of
undone; and
Christ
whatever we
may think about the wisdom of
this young woman, there are
now fourteen precious and innocent children to be considered.
Also, I do not wish to be judgmental in my observations; the
news reports indicate that this
young woman does very much
love her children. Therefore, I
pray that mercy and compassion
will be given to her and her children. They will face some
exceptional challenges in the
years to come. Having said this,
I do believe we can comment on
some things the Bible teaches us
that may relate to this situation.
For example, the Bible shows
that God's people, the ancient
Israelites, viewed children as a
blessing from the Lord. The
psalmist said, "Sons are a heritage from the LORD,children a
reward from him. Like arrows
in the hands of a warrior are
sons born in one's youth.
Blessed is the man whose quiver
is full of them" (Psalm 127:35). The inability of a woman to
bear a child was considered a
cnrse even though the birth
process often brought death to
mother and/or child (Genesis
35:18; 1 Samuel 1:1-20). On
the other hand, the safe delivery
of a child was an occasion for
great joy and celebration
(Genesis 21:6; Isaiah 54:1).
'Knowing the Jewish attitude
toward children, we are not surprised that Jesus welcomed children when they were brought for
him to lay hands on them
(Matthew 19:13-15). When
asked who is the greatest in the
kingdom, Jesus answered:
"Whoever humbles himself like
is child is the greatest in the
ngdom of heaven. And whovcr welcomes a little child like

this in my name welcomes me.
But if anyone causes one of
these little ones who believe in
me to sin, it would be better for
him to have a large millstone
hung around his neck and to be
drowned in the depths of the
sea"(Matthew 18:4-6).
In the same time period, people of some of the ancient pagan
cultures routinely abandoned
unwanted infants on the roadsides or at garbage dumps.
While children were viewed as
necessary for a family's survival, they were not valued for
themselves. Today. that attitude
of not valuing children may
result in things like abortion,
child abuse and neglect.
Perhaps these are modern forms
of the same pagan practice. In
contrast. the God of the Bible
values children and assumes that
both a father and mother will be

involved in conceiving and rearing children. In turn, children
are commanded to honor both
father and mother, and fathers
are specifically instructed to
"bring them up in the training
and instruction of the Lord"
(Ephesians 6:1-4: cf Proverbs
1:8).
Moreover, the instructions of
the Bible also place a responsibility upon the parents to teach
their children to love God and
commandments
obey
his
6:4-9).
(Deuteronomy
Throughout the Proverbs, parents are warned of the important
need to discipline and train their
children while they are young
(Proverbs 22:6. 15). Parents
who fail to fulfill these responsibilities could place their children in danger of death
(Proverbs 19:18). Thus, any
decision t:-) bring children into

this world needs to be made in
view of the responsibility to
guide them into productive and
godly adulthood.
I don't know how much consideration Nadia Suleman gave
to these matters, but 1 pray she
will somehow be enabled to

guide her children into a godly their lives.
and productive future. I also
(Send questions or comments
pray that others will prayerfully
consider God's plan for the fam- to University Church of Christ,
ily and make careful preparation 801 N. 12th. Murray, KY 42071
so they can fulfill these God- or phone 270-753-1881. This
given responsibilities no matter article is reproduced on the
how many children may bless web: www.nchristorg

Spring Schedule
2009

Green Plain School
V Biblical Studies

Green Plain School of Biblical Studies

Each Monday Night
tvlarch 1 till '11 y 9C
7:00 p.m. — 9:00 p.m.

Start Tatig

Subjects:
1 & 2 Peter
An Overview of the Minor Prophets
Instructors:
Brent Arnold (Greenfield, TN)
Brad McNutt (Coldwater, KY)
Robert Meredith (Green Plain)
Johnny Polk (Dover, TN)
Larry Powers (Sharon, TN)

Before They Start Drinking
just once — your brain's
Ak nen 'au use alcohol
pleasure center is alerted. That can set up a craving for
more that can negatively affect ones life. Parents, your
child's brain is not fully developed until around age 25,
and studies have shown that even a small amount of
alcohol can effect how the brain will develop.
Based on the results of a 2006 survey of Murray4 alloway County students, 7% of 6th graders, 11 ri" of
14th graders, 16 1r of 10th graders, and 14% of 12th
graders perceived "no risk" of drinking one or two
drink.s of an alcoholic beverage nearly every day. It is
of the utmost importance to educate the children of
our community on the risks of consionino alcohol at an
early age.

A Bible class is provided for children of
those attending the adult classes.
3980 Murray Paris Road

THEY
tC:

.31

Calloway County Alliance
kW Substance ita4ixe Prevent n,n

762-7332
vir

ervii.a.4annickC:irti

Hazel, KY 42049

1 mile off Hwy. 641

Phone:(270)492-8206

near the corner of the

We
I.

Email: greenplain@greenplain.org

greenplam.org

Green Plain and Murray Paris Road

LOCAUNATIONAL
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Doggy Day
Spa Saturday
at Carmen
Pavilion
I to the Ledger
hf
Animal
Health
Technology and Pre-Veterinary
Club at Murray State University
will sponsor a Doggy Day Spa
on Saturday, Feb. 28, at the A.
Carmen
Pavilion.
Adele
Heintel, president of AHT/PreVet club, said people may bring
their dogs and cats from 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m. to receive a number of
grooming services.
"Club members will be cleaning ears, cutting toenails and
giving baths." Heintel said.
The cost for ear cleaning and
nail clipping is $4, baths are $7
and all three together are $10.
"We do this fundraiser several
months out of the year and we
use the money we raise in a
variety of different ways,"
Heintel said.
The AHT/Pre-Vet club selects
two organizations to donate to
every year and the profits from
Doggy Day Spa go to these
charities. This year, the members decided to donate to two
local charities, Lost but Loved
and Hoof Beats of Hope
Lost but Loved is an animal
rescue organization located in
Murray whose purpose is to
help find neglected and
orphaned
animals
loving
homes. They work with the
Murray-Calloway
County
Animal Shelter, along with
other local volunteers to help
foster out animals and find
homes for them. All of the animal rescues come from the
Murray-Calloway County animal shelter or nearby kill shelters. They rescue the animal the
day they are going to euphanized, get it up to date on all
tested,
shots,
wormed,
spayed/neutered
and
microchipped.
Hoof Beats of Hope is located
in Puryear, Tenn. It is a therapeutic horseback riding program designed for individuals
with physical and mental challenges. Its mission is to provide
an outlet for therapeutic horseback riding in Henry County
and the surrounding area in a
safe, affordable manner that
will enable individuals with
physical and mental challenges
to develop physical, emotional,
social and educational skills
through interaction with well
trained horses, a professional
staff and volunteers.
The Humane Society will also
I7e there microchipping animals
and taking photos for its lost pet
registry. For more information
contact Dean-Ann Provine on
campus at(270)809-7008 or by
email
at
deanann.provine@murraystate.edu.

Jerry Seinfeld bringing reality series to NBC
By DAVID BAUDER
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (API — Jerry Seinfeld is
returning to NBC as producer of a comic
reality series where celebrities and a referee try to help squabbling couples make
peace.
That's the good news for Seinfeld's
fans.
The bad news? Seinfeld said he has no
plans to step in front of the cameras for
-The Marriage Ref or, for that matter, to

1

ever star in a television series again.
"It's a young man's game." said
Seinfeld. 54. "Nothing could surpass the
experience 1 had."
That would be -Seinfeld," of course,
the sitcom that ended its nine-year run in
1998, a big part of NBC's golden era.
The fourth-place network has since fallen
on hard times, and jumped at the chance
to welcome back one of its top names.
The idea came from personal experience.

Seinfeld and his wife, Jessica, were
arguing one day — he doesn't remember
the topic — while a friend was visiting.
The friend became uncomfortable and
wondered if she should leave.
"I said, 'You know what, I need some
help to settle this right here. I need a marriage ref." he said, and the friend
obliged.
Seinfeld helped develop the idea with a
friend, Ellen Rakieten, who had just left
Oprioh Winfrey's production company

after working there for 23 years
She brought the problem-solving experience and Seinfeld added the comic sensibility. They don't intend to delve into
serious stuff, but smaller things like leaving the bathroom messy. Even, pettiaps,.
•74
about nothing. really.
•
years,"
nine
married
for
"I've been
Seinfeld said in a phone Interview. "One
of my favorite things is talking to guys,*
about their marriage. It's so funny!: •
because it's not your problem."

Getting the most out of your weekend,
one app at a time.

Snow Reports

Yelp
Free • Never run out offun
things to do or interesting
places to go. With Yelp on
your iPhone,you have instant
reviews of the best places to
eat,drink,shop and more,

$1.99• Keep track of ski
conditions at over 2,000
resorts worldwide.Check
weather,snowfall,lift status
and more,so you know the
best time to hit the slopes,

Tipulator

Yoga Stretch

$0.99'Take the guesswork
out of restaurant tipping.
Enter the bill amount,select a
percentage,and Tipulator will
:alculate the tip. And it'll split
the check among friends,

$1.99•Take your personal
yoga instructor with you
everywhere.View poses as
you're led through a full
session that includes both
audio commentary and music.

iFood Assistant

Shazam

$0.99• Get tasty recipe
ideas directly from the
Kraft Kitchen s.You'll find
simple directions,pictures,
and expert tips that will
help make mealtime
easy and fun.

Free'Ever hear a song and
wonder who sings it? Just
hold your iPhone up to the
music and,in seconds,you
have the name,artist and
album,plus a link to iTunes
so you can get itfor yourself.

Pandora

Photogene

Free•Pandora lets you
create a custom soundtrack
for your weekend.Enter the
name of your favorite artists
or songs and you'll have a
personalized radio station
right on your iPhone.

$2.99• Make the most out
of every picture you take
with this photo-editing
software.Crop,retouch,
add special effects and
text bubbles.Then email
friends your favorite ones.
•

Loopt

Cor.lcz

Free • Staying in touch
with friends can be tough.
Unless you have Loopt,
which uses an interactive
map to tell you where they
are and what they're up to.

$4.99• If you're ever out for
dinner and not sure which
wine to choose - ask your
iPhone. With a database of
cii;er 530,000 wine ratings,
you'll be an expert in no time.

YellowPages.com

FlightTrack

Free Use your iPhone to
find local concerts,clubs,
restaurants and other fun
places and events Then
share them with your
friends and family - with
the tap of a button.

$4.99•Planning a

weekend getaway? Then
get live weather radar
updates,route maps and
other data that can help
take some of the guesswork
out of your travel plans.

RunKeeper

iMapMyRide

Free • Run Keeper uses
your iPhone's GPS to track
your run,ride, hike or walk.
See your routes on a map,
record time and distance
and more.

Free•iMapMyRide uses the
iPhone's GPS feature to track
your bike rides. Record your
distance,time,pace and
speed so you can stay on top
of all of your fitness goals

Real Soccer

Classics

Museum on
Tenn-Tom
Waterway
planned
COLUMBU S, Miss. (AP) The
Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway Association plans to
convert the building it owns in
Columbus into a museum and
research library.
Rufus Ward, who is spearheading the museum effort, says
the focus will be on everything
from Mobile, Ala., to Paducah.
Ky., and the importance the
rivers have played in the commerce and culture of the region.
The 234-mile waterway cuts
from
Tennessee
through
extreme northeast Mississippi
to connect the Tennessee River
to the Gulf of Mexico at
Mobile.
It took 12 years and $2 billion
to build the waterway connecting two major rivers. The route,
which provides shorter shipping
distances to the Gulf of Mexico,
opened to commercial traffic in
January 1985.

‘Iurras Ledger & Times

$5.99•One of the most
anticipated sports games
comes to the iPhone.Features
amazing 3-D graphics and
a multiplayer mode that lets
you compete against friends
over Wi-Fr.

$4.99• Put a collection
of literary masterpieces,
including Robinson Crusoe
and Paradise Lost,right on
your iPhone.It's a convenient,
new way to enjoy some of the
greatest books ever written.

The best phone on the nation's fastest 3G network gets even better, with tens of thousands of apps on the
App Store. iPhone users have already downloaded over 500 million, in every category from games to business.
•t

atatt I tiPhone 3G

1.866.MOBILITY
'
Mum,

ATT.COM/WIRELESS - VISIT A STORE

•

3G not available in all areas See contact & rate titan brochure tor derails Subscnber cost liVe Sanf a -Lasing add, wither Alts owned wireless network coverage area Jo to $36 achy tee applies Requires a 2-year service agreement TM & C2009 Apple Inc 141
nghts resented 1-800-14V-APPLE or www.apple com/phorie Some applications are not availabie in at areas Application availability and pacing are subject to change Servce provided by AT&T Mobility C/009 AT&T intellectual Property ha rights resented AT&T_ the
AT&T Pip and all tries marks contained Pierer are trademarks oi AT&T Intellectual Property antOt AT&T affiliated companies AG other marks contained herein are the property St tee respective owners

ants
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RACERS 6:11

4TH DISTRICT CHAMPIONSHIP
MARSHALL CO. VS. CALLOWAY CO.

64 E rus

tars,"
"One
guys_.n
unnyr;

TOMMY DILLARD .i Ledger & Times

Calloway County guard Shawn Thompson attempts to get a
shot off over Marshall County forward Denver Seay in the
Marshals' 49-40 win on Jan. 17. The Lakers and Marshals
meet again tonight, with distnct championships on the line.
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger 8. Times

Tony Easley (43) reacts in celebration with teammates lsacc Miles (0) and Ivan Aska (42) after a timeout was called
in the second half Thursday night in Murray State's 69-64 victory over Morehead State.

Rolling right along

Calloway, Marshall
meet in final for
eighth straight year

RACERS STAY IN TITLE PICTURE
WITH GRITTY WIN OVER MOREHEAD

LADY LAKERS,LADY MARSHALS
PEAKING AS POSTSEASON HEATS UP

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Murray Statelias won nine of,
it; last; 10 thio Valley
Conference has etball games
and
senior guard
Tyler
Holloway admits that the
Racers have still not played
their most complete game yet.
After taking a 69-64 loss to
the Racers Thursday night,
Morehead State, which came
into the game in a tie for first
place in the OVC, is falling
down the ranks quickly.
Murray State, on the other
hand, is climbing back up the
proverbial ladder of success and
appears to be taking the form of
a team that was picked by
league coaches to be the preseason champions.
"We've always said that college basketball is a marathon
and not a short sprint."
Holloway said Thursday night.
MICHAEL DANN
Ledger & Times
"You want to be playing your
Danero Thomas puts up this shot over Morehead State hest basketball at the end of the
defenders Leon Buchanan (33) and Maze Stallworth (1) year in February and March. So.
in the first half Thursday night. Thomas finished with 12 I definitely think we're playing
some of our best basketball, but
points on the night.

we could still be playing better.
It's coming, though. We've got
four gamesMif ,oid then the
CA/Vcotworiga so it's corn,••• JAIN•
Holloway's crystal ball
might not be such a premonition
after the gutty performance the
Racers displayed Thursday in
front of 3,195 at the Regional
Special Events Center.
After the game was tied at
53-all with just six minutes to
play, Murray State went on a
18-12 run, outscoring the
Eagles 37-32 in the second half
and going 6-of-9 from the foul
stripe.
"All we can do is take it one
game at a time, one day at a
time and how much more could
you ask for than to have a shot
to win the conference championship and it goes down to the
last game of the season,- Racer
coach Billy Kennedy said. "We
win and get a break, we get a
share of the championship
We're still in a position to reach
•See RACERS,38

Racers clinch share of first title
GUFFEY TWINS TEAM
UP FOR 21 AND 20
POINTS APIECE
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
The Murray State women's
basketball team can start pulling
out its check list.
First order of business for the
Racers this year was to have a
20-win season.
Check.
Next on the
to-do list was
to win the
Ohio Valley
Conference
regular season
championship.
Check.
Well, kind
of.
Thanks to a
four-person
double-figure
scoring night
some
and
much needed
help off the bench. the Racers
clinch at least a share of the
2008-09
Ohio
Valley
Conference regular-season title
with
victory
over
their
Morehead State, 75-71.
The title is the first regular-

75
71

season championship for the
Racers (20-7, 15-2 OVC) and
the second championship in two
seasons after earning the OVC
Tournament Championship in
2007-08.
Paige Guffey led all scorers
with a game-high 21 points.
while twin sister Anther dumped
in 20.
Ashley Hayes added 18
points to go along with eight
boards and Kayla Lowe came
off the bench and provided a
second-half spark with 10
points.
Murray State used a 51-36
advantage in the second half to
erase an II-point halftime
deficit to earn its 17th-straight
home victory.
"We do a mission statement
every year and I have them write
down their goals and dreams. I
had them put in writing what
we're going to be about, a lot of
adjectives to describe who we
are and then we set our goals
after that.- MSU head coach
Rob Cross said Thursday night.
"They wanted to have a 20win season. so tonight was big.
One of the other goals was to
Win a regular season conference
championship, which is something that we've never been able
•See MSU,38

By TOM/AY DILLARD
Sports Writer
On one hand, Calloway
County is proud of its eighth
consecutive appearance in the
4th District Championship
game.
On the other hand, the
Lakers would prefer to forget
most of those contests.
Going
into
tonight's
matchup with Marshall County,
Calloway will attempt to
improve on a 1-6 record in district title games during its
stretch of seven straight
appearances.
Unfortunately
for
the
Lakers, all six of those losses
have come at the hands of the
Marshals, who haven't lost the
district since 2003.
If the regular season is any
indication. Marshall appears
primed to make it a sixth consecutive title. The orange and
blue cruised to two nine-point
wins over the Lakers in
January, but that was before
Calloway's February heat
wave, in which the Lakers have
gone 9-0.
"I think (the losses) should
be motivational factors for us."
Laker head coach Bruce Lane

Tonight
Laken vs. Marshals
When: 7 30 p to
Where: Racer Arena
Radio: WAAJ 1897 FM) WNBS(1340
AM)
Records: Calloway Co 21-6 (5-2. 41h
Orstnct) Marshall Co 19-8 17-0, 4th
()ostrich

Lady Lakers vs.
Lady Marshals
When:6 p m
Where: Racer Arena
FM , OiNBS +1340
Radio: WAAJ 857(
AM)
Records: Calloway Co 21-6 )6-1 4th
District). Marshall Co 21-7 16-1 4th
Chatntt)

said Thursday. "In the first
game, our problems were on
the defensive end and in the
second game we had problems
on the offensive end. So maybe
we can meet in the middle
tomorrow night."
The Lakers will have to deal
with one of the First Region's
most imposing frontcourts as
well as one of its craftiest point
guards in
senior
Scott
McKenty.
McKenty is the region's
third-leading scorer. averaging
19.1 points per game. and is
second in assists with 4.8 per
•See DISTRICT, 38

MC ROUNDUP

Skyhawks take sole
possession of top spot
AUSTIN PEAY, TENNESSEE STATE
ALSO WINNERS IN THURSDAY ACTION

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Times

Murray State senior guard Paige Guffey shoots over the
outstretched arms of Morehead State defender Chynna
Bozeman in the first half Thursday night Guffey went on
to score a game-high 21 points in the Racers 20th OVC
victory over the season

AP Swifts
MARTIN. Tenn. (AP) —
Olajide Hay scored 22 points
and Tennesee-Martin defeated
Eastern Kentucky 74-55 on
Thursday night.
Hay shot 10-for- 12 from the
field and added 12 rebounds for
the Skyhawks (20-8, 13-4 Ohio
Valley Conference). Lester
Hudson added 17 points, nine
rebounds and six assists.
Hudson had scored 20 or more
points in his previous 28 games.
Eastern Kentucky (18-11. 107) was led by Papa Oppong,
who scored 1 1.
The Skyhawks shot 51.7 percent from the field (30-for-58),
and outrebounded Eastern
Kentucky 40-27.
The Colonels shot 32.1 percent (18-for-56), and were
outscored in the paint 42-16.
See OVC,38

Ma's
STANDINGS
School
UT Martin
Murray State
Austin Peay
Morehead State
Eastern Kentucky
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee State
Jacksonville State
Tennessee Tech
SE Missouri State

OVC(Overall)
13-4 (20-8)
12-5 (17-11)
12-5(16-12)
12-5 (16-14)
10-7(18-11)
8-9 (12-16)
8-9 (11-17)
5-12 (11-16)
5-12 (11-17)
0-17 (3-26)

Wow
welly Sloe 74, UT Mein 59
lams
UT Mann 74, Eastern Kentucky 55
AMMON? State 87. SE Miaow Stine 92
Austin Prey 69. Eastern *lois 54
%fray state ee. Morehead Stile 64
Swat
Tennessee Tech at Jacksonville St 400pm
Morehead State at UT Marin.
600 pm
7 30 p.m.
Faslern lino.s at Te•'Mabee St
Eastern Kentucky at Murray Stale, 730 p.m.
Southeast Mesoun at Austn Peay, 730 p.m.
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Colonels are cooking coming into RSEC
SATURDAY ALSO MARKS SEMOR
By MICNAG. DANN
Sports Editor
Momentum is a great thing in sports.
including college basketball.
With the regular season set to wrap up
Saturday and the first round of the Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament set to
begin play Tuesday. there really is no
other team putting better use to that term
than Eastern Kentucky.
The Colonels come into the Regional
Special Events Center Saturday night
winners of four straight games last week
and seven out of its last nine, the latest a
74-55 loss to UT Martin Thursday.
Prior to that however. the Colonels
had only lost one game in February. back
on the seventh to Jacksonville State (7570). After that, they won four in a row.
After defeating Southeast Missouri
State (84-64) at home on Feb. 12. EKU
turned right around and handed Eastern
Illinois a 73-55 loss. It was in the second
half of that game that Colonel head
coach Jeff Neubauer saw that proverbial
light go off in his players' heads.
"I think we have played well offensively at times before that," Neubauer
said on Tuesday's OVC teleconference.
"We were coming off the ESPNU game
against SEMO and we had times where
we played well offensively and then
times where we played well defensively,
but that second half against Eastern
Illinois was really the first time where
we played well on both ends of the court
for 20 minutes.
"Since then, we have hung on to that,
continued to improve our defense and be
a better team on both ends."
And since then. EKU has notched
wins over Morehead State (74-70) and
then a 73-51 victory over Ohio in the
ESPN Bracket Buster.
"They're always a difficult matchup
because tiller style of play is so different," said Racer head coach Billy
Kennedy."Defensively,they will play 90
percent, probably 100 percent zone
against us. Offensively, they are tough to
guard and have an all-league player in
Mike Rose.
-Last game. we were able to do a
good job defending him, hopefully we'll
be able to do that again. They're playing
really well. We have to make shots.
When we make shots, our defense is bet-

ter. That's what we have to do is shoot
the ball well."
Neubauer added that his team is getting it done on both ends of the floor as
well. And at the same time, getting better
performances from some players who
weren't producing at the beginning of
the season.
"We have had some guys that didn't
play a whole lot earlier in the season who
have really come on as of late," he said.
"Ryan Wiersma did play early in the season, but now he's playing a really important role for us. He's really defending
and just making a difference on the
court. Josh Jones is playing significantly
more minutes and he really has been so
solid in terms of taking care of the basketball, defending and just doing the little things to help us win.
"I do think the improvement in some
of our players has improved our team.
Our guys have done good things on both
ends of the court and that's what you
want to be doing at this time of the year."
Meanwhile, Murray State still has
aspirations of winning at least a share of
the Ohio Valley Conference regular season championship as they moved into a
three-way tie for second place with a win
Thursday night ovei Morehead State.
UT Martin leads the way at 13-4 and
can win the title outright with a win over
the Eagles Saturday.
Murray State can only hope for a
Skyhawk loss and an Austin Peay loss to
winless Southeast Missouri Saturday.
But, at this point, that's something
that's out of Kennedy's hands and one
factor he's not really trying to worry
about.
"We really don't think that far
ahead," he said. "We're also trying to
finish out and win a regular season
championship. It's one game at a time.
We've battled inuries this season, so
we've had a lot of adjustments to make
this year and lost two tough games to
Austin Peay at the end, both games went
to the wire. Just to be in a position or be
in a tie to win the ieague, we're thankful
to be in that spot."
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Murray State
mis times Ceittral and pJal
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OPPONENT
DATE
RESULT
I , it
'A 82-45
.BLTHLL
It-IS
W 8A-46
LYON COLLEGE
11-19
at Arkansas St
L 55-47
W 89-61
11-22
W. KENTUCKY
11-26
W67-61
at Indiana St
11-29
W 76-66
ST CATHERINE
12-4
at Eastern Kentucky W 56-50
12-6
L 79-?4
at Morehead St
12-13
L 7544
at Missouri
/South Florida
12-20
L 73-64
12-21
*Oral Roberts
W 71676
12-22 *Wright Si
L 57-41
12-29
&Niagara
I. eo-91
1-5
at UT-Martin
L 75-71
1-8
W75-.71
TENNESSEE ST
1-10
AUSTIN PEAY
L 58-57
1-15
at Jacksonville St.
W 63
,
56
1.17
L8148
at Tennessee Tech
1-22
EASTERN ILLINOIS W 58-46
1-24
SE MISSOURI ST.
W 80-55
at Tennessee St.
2-4
2-7
at Austin Peay
L 83.80
at Eastern Illinois
2-9
W 5943
2-12
TENNESSEE TECH W 74-52
2-14
JACKSONVILLE ST W 57.4
2-17
at SE Missouri St.
W 7940
2-21
LOUISIANA
L 6946
UT MARTIN
2-23
W 74-59
MOREHEAD ST
2•26
W 6944
DATE
OPPONENT
TIME
2-28
EASTERN KENTUCKY 7 30 pin
3-3
OVC Tourn Ouarterfinals TEA
3-6
OVC Toum Semifinals 688
3-7
OVC Tourn Champ
7 pm
s--Extabotan
I -San Juan sr , .ut Out San Juan P.m., Ric.,
•
Penn.• • ,ssw Cnatianooga. Terir0
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LINEUPS
MURRAY STATE
Preiralis Starters
Name
Pos. Yr
Tony Easley
FC
So
lssac Mites
G
So
Daneru Thomas G
So
Tyler Holloway G
Jr
Jeff McClain
F
So
ABERSES
No. Name
Pos. Yr
2
Matt Fraliex
Fr
G
10
Kevin Thomas G
Jr
11
Dale Poole
Fr
G
14
Pcasso Srnrrcris G
Fr
32 Jarad Key
F
Jr
33 Jewuan Long
G
Fr
42
Nan Aska
F
Fr
50 Georges Fo1so C
So
No
43
O
12
4
22

Ht Wt.
6-9 4200
6-2 205
6-4.190
6-2 175
6-6230
Ht. WE
6-4 180
6-1 170
6-3- 185
6-0 170
6-4 375
6-1 180
6-7 k30
6-8 240

EASTERN KIENTUCKY
No
05
20
11
44
31

ovc PHOTO
Mike Rose, senior guard from Eastern Kentucky ranks 18th nationally in scoring (21 0 points per gripe), 12 nationally in 3-pointers made per game (3.4) and
second nationally in 3-point ercentage (49.2) In the OVC • Rose is third in
scoring and 13th in fie:d goal percentage (.486).

No
03
,0
15
21
22
25
24
33

Name
Pos.
Josh Jones
G
Mike Rose
G
Papa Oppong G
Ryan Wiersma F
Justin Stornmes G.f
1113E1W1
Name
Pos.
Robin MestdgahG
Mike Lewis
0
Jorge Cornacho F
Cordaro Fhrs F
Josh Danrel
G
Day von Eiiis
G
Josh Taylor
F
De.e.,on
F

Yr.
Fr
Sr
Jr
Sr
So

Ht. Wt.
6-4190
6-3 195
6-4 175
6-6'25
6-7 200

Yr.
Jr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Jr
Jr
Jr
Fr.

Ht. Wt.
6-5 200
5-7 140
6-7 215
6-9 246
6-5 205
6-0 172
6-7,245
6-3 205
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CLASSES FORMING NOW!
CALL TODAY (270) 753-6111
809 Coldwater Rodd • klurra,y, KY
www.dinhqic.«wn

200A N. 12TH ST
MURRAY. KY
270-753-3086

HWY 641 SOUTH
HAZEL, KY
270-492-8839

325 MAIN ST.
BENTON, KY
270-527-0110
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BMWS QUALITY
SERVICE &'MBE, INC.
Certified Mechanic on Duty
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.•Sat. 8 a.m.-Nam
• Tires•Brakes• Tune-ups
•Oil Changes•Computer Diagnostics
- FREE ESTIMATES -

GOOD LUCK RACERS!
507 S. 12th St./ Hwy 641 S.• Phone:(270) 759-0003
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From Page 113
one of our goals, so we do like
the position that we're in."
That chance will come
Saturday night in a 7:30 p.m.
affair back at the RSEC when
MSU plays host to Eastern
alrlb WIN
Kentucky. The Colonels lost at
UT Martin 74-55 Thursday
night.
And with two straight wins
at the RSEC. Kennedy knows
he'll have his hands full with a
Colonel team that, despite
Thursday's loss, might be playing as good as his own Racers.
"Eastern Kentucky is totally
Dy
Sports intormation
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. - A different than anyone in our
first-half ending drought that league," he said. "It's like playlasted 11-plus minutes proved ing Princeton or Northwestern.
enough to doom Austin Peay in They play all zone. Mike Rose
a 69-56 Ohio Valley Conference is a really good perimeter playloss to Eastern Illinois Thursday er and they've had good success
here. Our decision-making is
night at the Dunn Center,
going to be big and then we're
Sophomore
Salem
Richardson led Austin Peay with going to have to make shots.
11 points and grabbed six We're going to have to shoot the
rebounds. Sophomore Ashley ball well from the perimeter."
Shooting well wasn't a probHerring chipped in 10 points
and seven rebounds. Senior lem Thursday for Murray State,
MICHAEL DANN I Ledger & Times
April Thomas finished just shy which shot 52 percent from the
Tyler Holloway goes up for a first half layup Thursday
of a fifth straight double-double, field on 28-of-50 and was led in
scoring nine points and grabbing scoring by four players in dou- night. The senior guard finished with nine points.
ble figures.
eight rebounds.
there wasn't an emphasis to go
Leading the way and fresh
Morehead State (64)
Eastern Illinois senior Rachel
at Faried. once he picked up two NAIRN nun lonr-a ftin-a rob a pl pi.
off
the
school's
first
triple-douGalligan led all scorers with 22
0-0 4
1 3 II
quick fouls. it was like sharks 9abaor0- 38 4-8
Buchan4n34
3-6
7-7 6
I 3 13
points and made 1G-of-13 from ble was Isacc Miles with 13 smelling blood in the water.
Famed
19
2-4
0-0
2
0
5 4
the field after making her first points.
"We really wanted to limit Shingles 37 1-4 4-6 5 5 3 6
Danero
Thomas
and
Tony
Mow
34
5-11
2-2 5 2 1 14
seven field goals. Senior Ellen
their two big guys," he said. Murry 11 2-4
3-3 0 0 I 7
9
0-0
0-0 0
1 0 0
Canale chipped in 12 points. Easley each had 12 points, "Last time it was the guards. Hill
Echols 1
0-0
0-0 0 0 1 0
while
Kevin
Thomas
chipped
in
Eastern Illinois made 54 percent
tonight we knew it was going to Peterson 17 3-6 2-2 3 0 1 9
Totals 200 20-45 11320 30 10 IS GO
(27-of-50) of its field goals in with II.
be their forwards Faried and Percentages:
FG 444 FT 90 3-poiO4 Goals
Demonte
Harper
led
the contest while holding Austin
Buchanan. I thought our big 6 15 40 tSlallsvonh 3 Harper Pelersoni Ti..,
Morehead State with 14 points.
Rebounds:
5
Blocked
2 Tiimoreirs: 11
Peay to 32.3 percent (20-of-62)
men really stepped up to the IFared 3 Peterson 3 Shots:
Shingles 2 Harper 2
while Leon Buchanan tossed in
shooting.
challenge."
Buchanan' Steals: 1 'Faired' Technical Fouts
13 and Maze Stallworth added
Tennessee State 70,
Morehead State was limited None
11.
Murray State (69)
Southeast Missouri 54
to 44 percent shooting on the
One player who did not pose
NASHVILLE, Fenn. night, while going 40 percent Name min lipn-it Rrn-a nob • itt pis
much of a threat was the Eagles'
Tennessee State extended its win
from behind the arc. They beat 13 Thrres37 4-11 4-6 1 3 2 12
muscle in the middle Kenneth
McClain 23
2-2
1-4 5 0 2 6
streak to five games with a 70the Racers on the board with a Easley 27 5-7 2-2 5 0 2 12
Faried.
Miles
36
4-6
5-6
4 6 2 13
54 victory over Southeast
30-24 advantage. but committed
I 1 9
Holloway 34
4-8
0-0 2
The
sophomore
center
Missouri on Thursday.
11 turnovers to Mars three.
0-I
Fralrex 2
0-0 0 0 0 0
picked up two quick fouls to
Thornas21
4-6
2-4 2
2 3 11
Chelsea Cromartie led the
"That was big," Kennedy KAska
20
3-7
0-0 3 0 2 6
start the game and eventually
Lady Tigers in scoring with a
said. "We got opportunities at Totals 200 20-50 14-22 24 12 14 W
fouled out with six minutes to
FG 52 FT 536 3-904.4 Goals
career-high 13 points (6-of-6)
the basket, we shot 52 percent Percentages:
110 34) "144cClarn Holloway K Thornas1 Team
play.
while hauling in eight rebounds.
and we only shot 10 3's. In the Rebounds: 2 Blocked Shots: 3 ID ThOor,,,
In the end. Faried only netted
Mee, Turnovers: 3 4moes (rake. v.
Jasmine Smith recorded her
second half, we got to the free Easley
Thomas' Smals 4 Moles 2 EmMy K Mon..
four points, grabbed just two
eighth double-double of the seathrow line more than they did Technical Fouls Prone
rebounds and played just 19
son with 11 points (5-of-7) and
and I thought that was the Morehead Stale
32 32-64
minutes.
32 37-69
II rebounds. Jasmine Smith and
biggest difference in the game." Murray Stine
11q5
While Holloway admits
'Tiffany Jackson each posted 11
points apiece.
In the game. TSU shot 46
percent from the floor, outscorsecond half ready to play and the three minutes before Chynna
ing the Redhawks in the paint. From Page 1B
to do here before and tonight teams traded baskets in the Bozeman hit a three with 54 sec 30-13.
allowed us to win that regular opening minutes of the half onds left to pull within three.
Eastern Kentucky 63,
Lowe hit a jumper with 30
before the Racers cut the lead to
season title."
UT Maeda $0
Therein lies the rest of the eight with just over 17 minutes seconds left to push the cushion
MARVIN, Tenn.- With the
hack up to five and marked the
left with a 6-0 run.
. 'game tied, senior Ilona Muszak Racer check list.
Murray State continued to first double-digit point perfortnStill on the docket is to win
hit a three-pointer with 1.4 seconds left to give Eastern the OVC regular season title, chip away at the Eagles' lead ance of her career. Bozeman
before starting a then hit a contested three with
Kentucky a 63-60 win over UT which means they have to take through the half
Martin Thursday at the Elam care of business Saturday when 12-0 run with 12:35 left to tie 17 seconds left to cut the lead to
Center in Martin, Tenn. With Eastern Kentucky rolls into the the game at 51 with 9:51 left to two. Bozeman then fouled
the win, the Lady Colonels (7- RSEC for a 5:15 p.m. game on play. Lowe was a big spark dur- Hayes and allowed Murray State
ing the run, recording five points to finalize the victory at the free19. 4-13 OVC) snapped an 11- Senior Night.
"And then we want to win the and two rebounds. Paige Guffey throw line.
game losing skid.
The effort put forth by the
Sophomore Cherie White led OVC Tournament. That's going then gave the Racers their first
804 left on Racers proves to Cross that his
EKU with 14 points and nine to be a tall task because 1 honest- lead of the half with
team is championship-ready for
rebounds.
Freshman Kayla ly think in this conference, eight a dish from Lowe.
Morehead State quickly any war they might find themDrake finished with 13 points. could beat one, seven could beat
four rebounds and four steals. two, six could beat three. I think regained the lead over the next selves in from here until the end
Sophomore Laura Becerra hand- its going to be a heck of a tour- two minutes. scoring the next of the()VC Tournament.
six points. But it was the Racers
"One thing it says is that I
- ed out a career-best nine assists nament."
That's the farthest thing from who pulled away with a 15-2 run know they can respond in a presand finished with six points.
Phyllisha Mitchell led the Cross' mind right now as he's from the 6:15 mark until 3:44) sure situation with a championship on the line and they
Skyhawks (2-26. 0-17 OVC) just happy to be able to over- remained in the game.
recorded use- know that, this team knows
Murray
State
come
a
I4-point
first
half
deficit
points
and
16
rebounds.
with 24
straight triples during the span that." he said. "All of our returnYalonda Davis contributed 15 and outscore Morehead State
to give the Racers a 71-65 lead. ing players front last year know
51-36 in the second half.
points and five assists.
Murray State came out in the No team scored over the next that they can do it."
With a one-point lead and
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W 5943
W 731-52
W 57-54
W 7940
L 69-60
W 74-59
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HI Wt.
6-9 200
6-2 205
6-4:190
6-2 175
6-6230
Ht. Wt.
6-4 180
6-1 170
6-3 185
6-0 170
6-4.175
6-1 180
6-7 k30
6-8 240

Ht. Wt.
6-4 090
6-3 195
6-4 175
6-6'k25
6-7 200
Fit. Wt.
6-5 200
5-7 140
6-7 215
6-9 246
6-5 -205
6-0 1'2
6-7,245
6-3 205
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1:34 showing on the clock,
:-rake knocked down a three to
the lead to four, 60-56.
:::6fter UT Martin cut the deficit From Page 18
-in half at the 1:09 mark, Muszak
Tennessee-Martin used 46.9
a three-point attempt on percent shooting 115-for-32) in
• missed
.
•' the other end. Sonjia Hoston the first half to take a 32-23 halfgrabbed the offensive rebound time lead. Eastern Kentucky
::;but missed two free throw shot 25.8 percent in the first half
-7:ittempts.
(8-for-31).
- Mitchell's lay-up with II
P. 61,
Acondo to play tied the game.
Easters Melo 54
Drake missed a jump shot with
CLARKSVILLE,Tenn.(AP)
four seconds but Eastern kept - Drake Reed scored 28 points
'the ball after it squirted out of and Austin Peay defeated
'sounds while the two teams bat- Eastern Illinois 69-54 on
tled for the rebound. After an Thursday night.
EKU time out, Muszak came off
Austin Peay (16-12. 12-S
a screen to get the inbound pass Ohio Valley Conference) forced
and found the bottom of the net 15 Panthers' turnovers and won
from the right corner.
the rebounding battle 31-27.
Mitchell got a shot off to tic
The Governors extended
from half court but it missed to their lead to as many as 17, 69the left.
52 when Wes Channels hit a free
throw with 1:45 left in the game.
Anthony Campbell added II
points for Austin Peay, which
also won the earlier meeting
STUMM
OVC(Over) between the two teams. 81-73
School
on Dec. 6.
15-2 (20-7)
Murray State
Eastern Illinois (12-16, 8-9)
14-3 (21-8)
Eastern Mims
was paced by Romain Martin
Tennessee State 13-4 (17-11) with 14 points and T.J. Marion
10-7 (16-13)
Morehead State
with 13.
SE Missoun State 10-7(15-13)
The Panthers shot just 10 per9-8 (13-15)
Austin Peay
cent form 3-point range (I of
Tennessee Tech 6-11 (8-20)
10), while the Governors were
Jacksonville State 4-13 (7-21) 6
-for-13 (46.2 percent).
Eastern Kentucky 4-13 (7-19)
Tennessee State 87,
UT Martin
0-17 (2-25)
Southeast Missouri 82
MIMS
NASHVILLE.
APITennessee Tech at Jacksonville St 2 p .n
Gerald Robinson scored 25
4 p rn
Morehead St at UT Martin
515 p m
SE Missoun at Austin Peay
points and Jerrell Houston had
tastern Kentucky at Murray St 515 pm
19 points and 16 rebounds to
Tennessee St 530 p m

*mit

Eastern Illinois at

help Tennessee State hold off
Southeast Missouri State 87-82
on Thursday night.
The Tigers 411-17, 8-9 Ohio
Valley Conference, extended
their longest winning streak of
the season to five games while
the Redhawks (3-26. 0 I 7 o lost
their 18th straight.
In a game featuring 14 tics.
Southeast Missouri Stait: look a
77-76 lead with 3:2
Houston then hit a jumper and
the Tigers made three free

throws to go up by four.
Kenard Moore, whose 22
points paced the Redhawks, hit a
3-pointer to pull within 83-82
with 18 seconds left. but
Robinson and Wil Peters each
hit two free throws to seal the
win.
Darius Cox added 16 points
and 10 iebounds tor Tennessee
State.
Jajuati Maxwell scored 17 for
the Redhawks. Jaycen Herring
had 16 and Johnny Hill IS.

KENTUCKY PREPS SCOREBOARD
Thursday's Scores
By The Associated Press
Boys Basketball
Semifinal
7th District
Hopkins CO Central 54 MadisonvilleNorth Hopkins 49
8th District
Chnshan Co 98 Fort Campbell 52
11th District
Hancock Co 46. Breckinridge Co 37
14th District
Bowling Green 42. Greenwood 41
17th District
John Hardin 57, Central Hardin 43
Nortn Hardin 75, Elizabethtown 49
19th District
Nelson Co 60. Bethlehem 57
20th District
Taylor Co 58 Campbeltsville 52
24th District
Sornifinsl
Lou Fairdale 60. Bullet East 45
LOU Southern 63, Bullitt Central 58
25th District

Championship
Lou DuPont Manual 62 LOU Male 58
39th District
Championship
Mason Co 93. St Patrick 41
40th District
Championship
George Rogers Clark 76 Montgomery
Co 64
42nd District
Championship
Scott Co 79, Lei Henry Clay 69
46th District
First Round
McCreary Central 54. Southwestern 51
49th District
Semifinals
Clay Co 89, Jackson Co 52
Girls Basketball
5th District
Championship
Trigg Co 51 Crittenden CO 46
6th District
Championship
Henderson Co 68. Webster Co 60
10th District
Championship
Ohio Co 72, Muhlenberg North 35
11th District
Championship
Hancock Co. 46, Breckinndge Co. 37
12th District
Championship
Grayson Co 64 ELtroo4150n Co 21
13th District

Championship

i

Franklin-Simpson 45, Todd Co Central
25
15th District
Championship
Barren Co Sr Allen Co -Scottsvole 37
18th District
Championship
ClInton Co 36 Metcalfe Co 21
27th District
Championship

The Calloway County Schools Local Planning
Committee will meet on March 9. 2009 at 4:30
p.m. at the Calloway County Schools Central
Office. This meeting will he for the purpose of
discussing items concerning the District
Facilities Plan. The Calloway County Schools
Local Planning Committee will convene a
Public Forum to solicit public comment to
amend the current District Facilities Plan. The
forum will be held on March 9, 2(09 at 5:35
p.m. at the Calloway County Schools Central
Office. 2110 College Farm Road, Murray. KY.
This forum will he for the purpose of soliciting
public comments concerning the District
Facilities Plan.

Lou Sacred
46

Haan 59

Ballard Memorial

2nd District
Championship
Paducah Tilghman 71 Heath 65
32nd District
Championship
Simon Kenton 62 Walton-Verona 35
33r0 District
Championship
Boone Co 49 Ryle 44
34th District
L eL,
0dloe,. 0
45
sh p
46Ch
St Henry
37th District
Championship
Campbell Co 48 Scott 11
38th District
De
pirn
on
,ra
gh2
ip
6
m
Harrison Co 39
39th District
Championship
St Patrick 46. Bracken Cc, 27
42nd District
Championship
Scott Co 85, Len Brian Station 74
45th District
Championship
Lincoln Co 44 Boyle Co 31
96th District
Championship
Mercer Co 54. East Jessamine 52
47th District
Championship
Casey Co 62 Rockcastle Co 54
49th District
Semifinals
Clay Co 65 Jackson Co 36
51st District
Championship
Pineville 52 Knox Central 46
rict
hip
c5ham
2FICIptn
ets
Middlesbc:;.

Co 30
54th District
Championship
Leslie Co 74. Perry Co Central 63
55th District
Championship
Breathitt Co 91. Wotte Co 49
56th District
Championship
Estill Co 37 Owstey Co 25
57th District
Championship
Johnson Central 60. Parr-15,11e 49
58th District

Championship
Betsy Layne 51, Allen Central 37
61st District
Championship
Ruwan Co 76, Fleming Co 41
62nd District
Championship
Elhott Co 60, East Carter 58
63rd District
Championship
Russell 48, Lewis Co 44
64th District
Championship
Ashland Blazer 58. Boy:: Co 38

•District
From Page 113
game. The Marshals' senior
post tandem of Denver Seay
and Jamie Dowdy average 7.2
and 6.1 rebounds per game
respectively.
"They're the most physical
post players in the region and
they can score and rebound on
the interior with anybody," said
Lane. "But McKenty's the key
to their team. He's playing well
right now and he's really hard
to guard."
The Lakers went with a bigger lineup in Wednesday's win
over Murray. starting senior
center Derek Solomon over
shooting
guard
Shawn
Thompson. and Lane says he'll
go with the same lineup to
combat the Marshals' size on
the in,hIc
Lady Lakers playing loose
Calloway County's epic 7877 double overtime victory
over Marshall County in last
year's 4th District final was a
great win, but it didn't get the
Lady Lakers where they needed to go.
Scott Sivills' club ultimately
fell short of a return trip to the
Sweet Sixteen, falling to the
same Marshall team in the
region final.
The Lady Lakers and Lady
Marshals will square off in the
district championship once
again tonight. but Sivills is taking a no-pressure approach
with his team this time around.

r

CCSD LPC Meeting
and Public Forum
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61161
RESULT
W 82-45
W 84.46
L 55-47
W 89-61
W 67-61
W 76-66
W 58-50
L 79-/4
L 75-64
L 73-64
W 78.76
L 57-42
L
L 75-71
W 75,71
L 58-57
W 63-56
L 5145
W 58-46
W 80-55
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"It's not a do-or-die situation." he said. "There's the possibility of us seeing them for a
fifth time this season here next
week. This game is important
for seeding purposes, but we
know we're going to have to
win three games next week to
get where want to go regardless."
Both teams appear to be
playing their best basketball ol
the season.
Calloway has won nine consecutive games dating back to
January while Marshall is coming off convincing 20-pluspoint wins over both Murray
and Paducah Tilghman.
Guards Margaret Thomas
and Jordan Gilland were the
catalysts for Marshall County's
semifinal win over Murray.
pushing the ball in transition
and distributing it to open role
players.
But tonight's key matchup
will be in the post as Murray
State
signees '
Kayla
Cunningham
and
Jessica
Holder meet on the court once
again.
"I really felt that Marshall
probably played its best game
of the season the other night
against Murray.- said Sivills.
"They attacked from the 141 to
the very end.
"Averee (Fields) and Kayla
have to have big games foe us
and our guard play has to:be
sound."
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IMMI
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Lepanto Steak House
Pans, TN

Lunch Buffet
Monday-Friday
11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sunday All Day

$4.99*
$6.99*

Special
8 oz. Ribeye w/Salad
& Dessert Bar

$7.49*;

'Drinks not included
OFFER ONLY VALID WITH COUPON

ow

1305 E. Wood Street, Paris, TN
(731*41-1791
NM
im

sw
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Ben
Graves, director of Calloway County Public Library. unpacking a
new computer destined for Internet usage at the library. The photo
was by staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
Marshall County Marshals won
43-35 over (.'allo,
,ay Lakers and
Marshall Lady Marshals won 60user i'ailow ay Lady Lakers
for the championship of the Fourth
District High School Basketball
:Tournament. High scorers were
Powell for Marshals. A. Wyatt for
Lakers, Lassiter for Lady Lakers
and Hall for Lady Marshals.
Recent births reported include
a boy to Monica and Matthew Price,
a boy to Rose and Rodger Sholtic ;Min boys to Jennifer and Jerry
Higgins, a girl to Anne and Brad
Smith and a girl to Jennifer and
Mark Waldrop, Feb. 25.
. ZO years ago
Published is a picture of Billy
Sanderson working to clear away
some of the over four inches of
snow which hit the area overnight.
Also published is a picture of
Paul Fennell of Murray Street
Department using a chainsaw to
move a downed limb on North
8th Street. The photos were by
Staff Photographers Mark Cooper
and Dan Loudy.
Murray State University Racers won 87-66 and Lady Racers
won, 101-63 over the Maroons of
Eastern Kentucky University in
basket ball games. High scorers
were Jeff Martin for Racers and
Smith for Lady Racers.
Births reported include a girl
to Lynnene and Shayne Wilkins,
Feb. 25.
30 years ago
Published is a picture taken at
the scene of the fire that destroyed
the home of Bruce Ottway on Ky.
Hwy. 121 North, Murray, on Feb.
26.
In high school basketball games.
Murray Tigers lost 68-58 and Lady
Tigers won 46-45 over teams from
.F.tilton County. High team scorers
for Murray were Jeff Kursave and

Tonya Alexander for Murray. Calloway Lakers lost 63-49 to Hickman County with David Cohoon
high scorer for the Lakers.
Births reported include a girt
to Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Harried,
Feb. 10, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Chandler, Feb. 13.
40 years ago
Published is a picture of Neale
Mason. associate professor of music
at Murray State University and of
the organizers of the Purchase
Area Youth Symphony Orchestra.
explaining a musical point to Mary
Jane Buchanan. a viola player
from MUITdy University School.
The Murray-Calloway County
Airport is advertising today for
bids for a 900 foot runaway extension at Kyle Field.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert L Lyle,
Feb. 21, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Fain, Feb. 21.
50 years ago
Published is a picture of James
Lassiter of Lassiter Auto Sales.
making a purchase of an Arrowhead trailer from Joe Erwin, sales
manager for the Eastern Division
of Arrowhead Trailer Company.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James D. Outland., a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Tun.
a girl to M. and Mrs. Richard
Oldfield and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Asmitas.
60 years ago
Dr. Woodfm Hutson, Murray
dentist, has been elected as president of the Southwest Kentucky
Dental Society at a meeting held
at the Irvin Cobb Hotel. Paducah.
In high school basketball games,
New Concord Redbirds lost 8736 to Sharpe Green Devils with
Finney high scorer for Redbirds;
Kirksey Eagles lost 62-33 to Farmington with Usher high scorer for
Eagles; Murray Training Colts won
41-35 over Benton Indians with
Houston high scorer for Colts; Lynn
Grove Wildcats won 46-36 over
Trigg County with Dunaway high
scorer for Wildcats.

COMICS / FEATURES
Donations from friends put
couple under a microscope
DEAR ABBY: My husband,
"Dwight,' was very ill a few
years ago. Some wonderful
folks held a fundraiser to help
us with bills and unpaid leave.
We paid all of the outstanding medical bills and living
expenses with a large portion
of
the
money; the
remainder
has been set
aside for an
organ transplant
Dwight will
need a few
years down
the road.
We
are
extremely
By Abigail
grateful to
Van Buren
everyone
who put forth the time and
effort, as well as those who
donated money. Dwight is now
in remission, and we are both
back to our full-time jobs.
Over the last three years,
the only time we have taken
for ourselves is a couple of
long weekends. Our home is
old and we've had to replace
some windows and do some
minor repairs. Our car is 10
years old and still runs fine.
but eventually we will have
to buy another one.
I'm afraid that people who
helped us may think we are
squandering their gift if we
take a vacation or buy a car.
Even when we repaired our
home, we felt guilty.
My husband is healthy right
now,and we would like to enjoy
ourselves before things change
again. The last thing we want
to do is hurt anyone's feelings or jeopardize our friendships. Would you please sham
your thoughts on this? -- LIV-

Dear Abby

Murray Ledger & fins,

Flatulence has
many causes
DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 suffer ant. Don't forget to avoid
from extreme gas. It never goes bonated beverages.
Food allergies are a leadin6
away I have tried many different prescriptions and over-the- cause of gastrointestinal distress
counter drugs, but nothing has (including gas) They are also
helped. I also try to watch my likely to be underdiagnosect To
diet carefully in an attempt to determine whether this could be
avoid com- the cause of your gas. keep a
gas- food journal for a month or two.
mon
causing Be sure to record what you eat,
foods. I read when you eat it. how much you
your column eat and whether your flatulence
regularly and is worse or better than normal.
have noticed Once you're finished with the
that you offer journal, you should be able to
some really look back and see a pattern. Then
good suggesyou can start experimenting by
tions to peo- eliminating certain foods from
your diet to see whether you expeple with all
sorts of med- rience any improvement.
By
Medication could be another
ical problems.
Dr. Peter Gott
I hope you cause. If you are taking any prescriptions, herbals, supplements or
can offer me some help.
DEAR READER: Gas can over-the-counter drugs, check ate
have several causes, from the side effects carefully. If increased
foods we consume to medications flatulence is listed, you may wish
to medical conditions such as Int- to find an alternative. Your local
table Bowel Syndrome. Sometimes, pharmacist may also be aware of
as we age, we simply have more side effects that may not be listed, especially on OTCs.
gas, as well.
If there is no identifiable cause
In your brief note, you don't
give your age, any health prob- for your gas, you may simply be
lems you may have or list any one of the unfortunate people who
medications (including herbals and gets "gassier" with age. There are
OTCs) you may be taking. I can, several remedies for this, howevtherefore, give only general advice. er. Products such as Beano can
First, watch your diet. Beans be added directly to food. Chloroare notorious for causing gas. But phyll tablets, which can be found
broccoli, cucumbers and other veg- at most health-food stores, can
etables can cause gas, too. This eliminate the odor of your flatudoesn't mean you should stop eat- lence. Another easy remedy is to
ing them; simply reduce your simply add baking soda to water
intake, especially if you are con- and drink it. The gas should dissuming them on a regular basis. appear shortly thereafter.
Even something as simple as milk
To give you related informaand other diary foods could cause tion. I am sending you a copy
a problem for those who are sen- of my Health Report -Compelling
sitive or who are lactose intoler- Home Remedies."

1NG IN A GLASS HOUSE
DEAR LIVING: In a situation like yours. appearances
DO matter. People are extremely sensitive these days about
money that is intended for one
purpose being spent on another.
If you haven't already done
so, to avoid any misunderstandings. put what remains of
the donated monies into a separate interest-bearing account
earmarked for your husband's
transplant. This will enable you
to live your lives.
Should anyone second-guess
you, explain that you are taking the vacation or buying the
next car with your earnings,
and that the funds that were
donated will eventually be used
for the purpose for which they
were intended.

Dr. Gott

•••

DEAR ABBY: My wife is
suffering from Alzheimer's disease. I can no longer trust her
using restrooms unaccompanied
when we are away from home.
She has locked the stall
door and sometimes just sits
in there and won't respond.
Should I be using the men's
or women's facility when I
have to help her? -- ROBERT
J.
DEAR ROBERT: Caring
for someone with a progresdisease
like
sive
brain
Alzheimer's can present many
challenges. Helping a spouse
use a public restroom is one
of the most difficult tasks for
many of the 10 million American caregivers -- and I am
sure many of them will appreciate not only your question
but also your challenge.
Because using the restroom
is difficult for your wife, be
sure to take that into consideration when planning all her
activities. By calling the establishments ahead of time, you
troops fired on a crowd protest- sacre of Sioux men, women and can determine which restauBy The Associated Press
• . Today is Friday, Feb. 27, the ing Russian rule over Poland; five children. (The occupation lasted
rant, mall, etc. offers unisex
until May.)
58th day of 2009, There are 307 marchers were killed
family restrooms. If you
In 1979, Jane M. Byrne con- or
In 1922, the Supreme Court,
days left in the year.
in Laser v. Garnett, unanimously founded Chicago's Democratic find yourself somewhere with
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 27, 1933, Germany's upheld the 19th Amendment to political machine as she upset only a men's or women's bathparliament building, the Reich- the Constitution, which guaran- Mayor Michael A. Bilandic to win room, ask an employee for
stag, was gutted by fire. Chan- teed the right of women to vote. their party's mayoral primary. assistance. He or she should
cellor Adolf Hitler. blaming the
In 1939, the Supreme Court, (Byrne went on to win the elec- be able to clear the women's
Communists. used the fire as jus- in National Labor Relations Board tion.)
restroom for a few minutes so
tification for suspending civil lib- v. Fansteel Metallurgical Corp..
In 1991, President George H.W. you can help your wife while
Bush declared that "Kuwait is lib- respecting everyone's privacy.
erties.
outlawed sit-down strikes.
On this date:
In 1951, the 22nd Amendment erated. Iraq's army is defeated"
In addition to caring for
in 1801, the District of Colum- to the Constitution. limiting a pres- and announced that the allies would
your wife, I cannot stress
bia was placed under the juris- ident to two terms of office, was suspend combat operations at midenough how important it is to
ratified.
night, Eastern Time.
diction of Congress.
Ten years ago: The Rev. Henry take care of yourself. For more
In 1960, the U.S. Olympic hockIn 1860, former Illinois Congressman Abraham Lincoln deliv- ey team defeated the Soviets, 3- Lyons, president of the National caregiver tips and support, call
Baptist Convention USA, was con- the Alzheimer's Association's
„ered, a widely acclaimed speech 2, at the Winter Games in Squaw
-lir :which he argued against the Valley, Calif. (The U.S. team went victed in Largo, Ha., of swin- toll-free, 24-hour helpline at
dling millions of dollars from (8001 272-3900 anytime day
-eirnansion of slavery into the west- on to win the gold medal.)
ern territories, telling listeners at
In 1973, members of the Amer- companies seeking to do business or night, of visit the Web site
Cooper Union in New York that ican Indian Movement occupied the with his followers. (Lyons, who at www.alz.org.
hamlet of Wounded Knee in South served nearly five years in prison,
'.'nght makes might."
•••
In 1861, in Warsaw. Russian
Dakota. the site of the 1890 mas- was released in 2003.)

Todayinflistory
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Partner bids One 7S Wimp(15 to
17 points), and the next player
passes. What would you respond
with each of the following hands'?
1.•8•AQ9653•1082 46 K74
2.093 111 72•AK985•KJ73
3.•Q76•4•QJ9432•AQ3
4.•AQ5 110 K.Q9•AQ10 4,1985
•••

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

El V 1131-11E

I. Three or four hearts. It is clear
that you belting in game opposite an
opening notrump hid, and you can
hivii reach
by jumping to either
three hearts (forcing), or by going
directly to four hearts.
Some players might mistakenly
bid two hearts and
after their partner passed this nonforcing weak
response and they finished with 10 or
might wonder why
more tricks
partner did not bid again. Since
responder would quite propedy also
hid two hearts with• 5 IP J8754
•Q84 41 7642, opener would be in
the dark as to whether or not to bid
again. For this reason, with any hand
that offers the potential for game.
responder must do something
stronger
such as Jump in his suit
-- to make sure game is reached.
2. Three notrump. With I I highcard points and no interest in a
major-suit game. the best bid is three
notrump. Them is no need to worry

about your lack of strength in spades
and hearts, partner is a strong
favorite to have both of these suits
under control. An 11-trick game in a
minor suit is much less likely to
make than three notrump and should
therefore be dismissed from consideration.
3. Three diamonds. With 11 highcard points, game must certainly be
undertaken, but in this case whether
the best contract lies in notrump or
diamonds is unclear at this point.
Accordingly, you jump to three diamonds, suggesting a distaste for
notrump and a belief that game in
diamonds may actually prove superior to a game in notrump. If partner
rebids three notrump, you should
respect his judgment and pass. :
4. Six notrimap. There is no necd
to shilly-shally in this situation. You
know that the combined point count
is 33. 34 or 35 points --- enough for
a small slam but not enough for a
grand slam — and there is no reason
to seek a suit contract rather than
notrump. You therefore go directly)o
six without further ceremony.
A four-notrump bid would be a
serious error, as this would not ask
ler aces and would allow partner to
pass with a minimum. You should
not issue an invitation when you
already know where you want to br.

'tomorrow: I he right way is the sure way.

•
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Crosswords
40 Lets slip
42 "My gal" of
song
44 Links org.
47 Situate
51 Water-ski locale
54 Like some
phone numbers
56 Desktop picture
57 Cel character
58 Lyric poem
59 Droplet
60 Tight-fitting
61 Gents

ACROSS

•F YOU NAVE ANY QUESTIONS
TODAY, MY OFFICE MANAGER VALI.
BE AT YOUR DISPOSAL

• AND IF YOU EVER NAVE ANY
PROBLEMS IN TNE FUTURE. NELL.
BE Al' YOUR DISPOSAL ..

BELIEVE ME, i4E'5 THE MOST
DISPOSABLE OFFICE MANAGER
I'VE EVER NAG'

11.0
1 PIFIE1_1:04CP
AMBITION! THAT'S
WHAT I NEED!

SOUNDS HARD
THOUGH, poeswi rr?

1 Part of TGIF
4 Stamp backing
8 Wingding
12 Fleming or
Woosnam
13 Depend on
14 Fisherman's fly
15 Popular pasta
17 Frankenstein's
helper
18 Come later
19 Mighty — —
oak
21 Sort
23 Bran provides it
27 Blows away
30 Hideout
33 Sierra Madre
gold
34 Rabbit kin
35 Bracket type
36 Dressed
37 Intend for a
particular
purpose
38 Kiss and —
39 Besides
1

53

18

27
PEANUTSCO

M155 MANNERS
BAYS TRAT
LiJNITE 51-10E5
WO BE WORN
ONLY BETWEEN
MEMORIAL PAY
AND LABOR

29

34
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M
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T E A
A MIT
6W 0 E
R
A LMO
D
A
0
ECK

1 Send in the
taxes
2 Wet forecast
3 Quaint hotels
4 Thin porridge
5 Luau welcome
6 Wrist-to-elbow
bone
7 Gazes at
8 Thin pancakes
9 Calendar abbr
10 Marquee notice
55

6

7

11
16
20
22
24
25

That ship
Pretense
Kenya's lac
MOMA artist
Raw cotton
Gaslight and

510

11

14
17
III

19
22

24

23

37

25

7f

34
1111111

40541
III
1145 1
51

52

Eill

55

53
57

A
A
A
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DOWN

:

12

Answer to Previous Puzzle

M

Big Band
26 Went by car
27 Crazed
captain
28 Mournful cry
29 Humorist —
Bornbeck
31 Omitting none
32 Reformers'
targets
36 Spreadsheet
units
38 Recipe meas.
41 Mixture
43 Doing a
takeoff
45 Courage
46 Erelong
48 Quark's home
49 Yield as
territory
50 Blissful spot
51 Rights
movement
word
52 Poker card
53 Campground
initials
55 Rawls or
Gehrig
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Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equiprikeni
Firewood
Musical
WOW NORM Lot. For Saw
IWO.. Homes For See
Mobil. Homes For Rent
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Apartments For 6.01
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Real Estate
Lake Properly
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Farms For Sale
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Thursday
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Saturday
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40''; Discount 3rd Run.
.411 3 Ad.
Run Within tl Pay Period '
3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
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Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
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Powtion Wanted
Domestic 1 Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appian. pews
War. To Buy
Article. For Sate
Appliances
None Furnishing.
Antiques
Lavin 6. Garden

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
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Apartments •
LARGE

Lif
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Thanks
From The Family of

seLecream
us"Apruaaaacts
.wawai4tuoaos
6051**Mrs'
(27107531713

Home. Health Care
Your Future Begins Nowt

Henry Ford Russell

RN,LPN,Therapist Rt CNA

Thank you for your prayers, flowers, calls, presence, food and cards.
For Bro. Roy you know, who
preached Henry's funeral, and he
said Henry preached his own
funeral in life.
For the Masonic rites great service. Also the military service who
stood by through all the service,
and presented the US. Flag. Great
job fellows.
Thank you ladies at Russell
Chapel Church for the meal you
served after Henry's last rites.
Also for all who helped in anyway in Turlock, CA at Kelly Story's
funeral and Henry's funeral.
God bless all. We love and thank you.
Russell Family

Lifeline 9401Ele Health Care plans to expand to Calloway
County and is now accepting applications from qualified
applicants for RN's, LPN's, Therapist & CNA's. L mail
gail.robertseelhcgroup.com or call 800.999.2321, ext
6031,or fax resume to 606.679.7931.
Home Health

Hospice t ong • Term Acute C are

T herapy

born...! Benefit Package I Flextbility I Online(bit Ability
4011C I Opportunity tor Advancement
Visit our Career Center at wwselbrgroup..run
trwei

s Impt.yor

kfirtOrpror,.. Drug

.
,1."•

icaking-APpliccations

. Route Corrier For

rhe Wiroy Ledcaer &Tinfirrs
•Mallen:at Hours.
.•Monthiy Pay
.
Must have own- outorrbilte. gixid driving
Nicord and vehicle irlsurcesce.Six.day per.
week deliver/ Interested periobs should
corn • • d -ck •
; "c• 'on •
The MurrOy Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave
PLE
EN.PH NE ALL

No time for routine
housekeeping or deep
cleaning/ Call me

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

020
Notice

DISCLAIMER

March Madness Sale
Charlie's Antique Mall
in Historic Hazel, KY
Special Savings up to 75% off!
BIGGEST SALE OF THE YEAR
Saturday Feb. 28th through the end of March'
Don't Miss This Special Sale,
For more info, and to sign up for special
drawings go to http://charliesantiquemall.com

be a
I ask
er to
iould
You

Legal
Notice

Due to the
non-payment of
rent, a
PUBLIC AUCTION
will be held on
Saturday,
February 28
at 9:00 AM.
AAA Minlstorage
1502 Diguid Dr.
Units 4, 42. 43, 78.
91, 114, 121 & 128

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
,naccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

MASSAGE Therapist
needed. Call (270
767-0760 for more into,
Mon-Thur 9:00-3:00.
HOPKINSVILLE
Real estate licensing
class, days or nights
., iebit/credit cards
accepted
Free information
i270)223-0789
Email:
teloiseadams0 yahoo.
uuili

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for an RN, This is a
part-time dayshift position for Tuesday.
Wednesday and
Thursdays. Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for LPN's . We also
offer an excellent benefit package. Full and
part time positions are
available.
Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
Cypress Springs
Resort now hiring for
seasonal waitress,
cook and dishwasher.
Call 436-5496 for
appointment.

JOG.

DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER
oway Cc Propane Gas
Murray has an opening
a local propane delivery
Dcbtruck dnver and tank
set-installer Most have a
COL Startitat wTanker
Excellent pay. great bane.
Ms Please cart 7534465
or loll See for Warren It
400-6744427 art 14: or
erne.i hen at
wvanwyck oupgas con'

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

When accessing the
help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger corn,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear On
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
FULL time position.
Apply in person at
Shoemaker
Barge
Terminal. 1319 Cross
Spann Rd., Murray, KY.
Mon-Fri 8a-3p.
FULL-TIME position
available for experienced farm worker.
Must be able to operfarm
ate types of
equipment as well as
working with livestock.
Experience preferred.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-K, Murray,
KY.
GREEN
ACRES
CARE
HEALTH
RNi'LPN every weekend 6p-6a, work 12hrs,
get paid for 16hrs.
RN/LPN every other
weekend. 6a-6p. work
12hrs. get paid for
16hrs. Apply in person
402
W. Farthing,
Mayfield, KY.
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following position:
LPN/RN Part time,
10p-6a. Anyone interested in becoming part
of our team may apply
in person at Green
Acres Health Care.
402 W. Farthing St.,
Mayfield, KY 42066
IMMEDIATE Full-time
receptionist. Excellent
people, computer &
typing skills and able to
learn new software
applications.
Mail
resumes to P.O. Box
1040-F, Murray. KY
42071.
LOCAL, aged-group
USA swim club in need
of head coach (three
assistant
coaches
already in place) to
begin early May. Must
be available 3:00-6:00
Monday-Friday. Please
contact Rick McGee at
293-5424 if Interested.

LEARN while you earn:
A unique position
opening, HVAC refrigeration apprenticeship
opening. 1 year HVAC
experience basic electricity strong mechanical skills required.
Good pay, vacation
holiday pay and health
insurance. 270-4362991.
MECHANIC/SALES
part-time. Apply in person at Murray Rental &
Sales, 200 East Main
St., Murray.
MURRAY PART-TIME
Case Manager, must
be energetic, possess
excellent communication,
computer and public
speaking skills. Send
resume' to
bigbrosbigsis@bellsouth.net or mail to
BBBS PO Box 512.
Hopkinsville. KY
42241. A Bachelors
degree or 3 yrs experience in case management is
required. Deadline for
resume March 14,
2009
PART-TIME manager,
24 unit property. Send
resume to PO Box
160, Doe Run MO,
63637.
SEASONAL help
needed. Must have
CDL with HazMats.
Apply at Crop
Production Services
Hardin, KY. (270)4374000
SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
& MARINA
Now Hinng For The
2009 Season:
Various part time positions including
Store clerks, Dock
Hands, Housekeeping,
Great for Retirees &
second jobs
Applications now
being
accepted,
Sportsman's Anchor
Resort & Manna
Benton. KY
Please Call For
Appointment:
270-354-6568

HOME cleaning servic
es. 227-7129.
HOUSE & Office
cleaning. References,
293-1635

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004
CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
11
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BRAND new bunkbed
with mattresses, twin
on top, futon on bottom, folds to couch.
$350 0130 293-1199
BROWN,
country
eggs $1.00 dozen.
753-8965 leave message.
COMMERCIAL wood
chipper, Vemeer 935.
only 1,800 hours. Good
condition. $8,000.
731-642-6075
REMODELING Sale:
Blue denim couch.
Beige couch with burgundy print, 2 burgundy recliners, brown
loveseat & couch
microsuede, end
tables & lamps, child's
twin bed built in drawer space. Call 7534487 or 293-1740
between 10am-8pm
REX'S Worm farm
4600 Irvin Cobb Rd
Murray, KY. Open 24/7
Red worms. Night
crawlers, Meal worms.
Was worms, cold
drinks, ice & ice
cream.
436-2189
SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's Best
XBR
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated,
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
acbor,
Murray
Electronics, Inc.. corner of 8th and Arcadia.
wenv.murrayelectronicsinc.com
(270)753-7567.

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

6
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.:
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

0
MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
401 Maple St.
We set new &
used furniture at
great deals
(270)761-7653
TOP quality
consignment furniture
accessones and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
75't-6351

APACHE creep feeder
2,000e,
concrete
watering trough, creosote fence posts16,0004 winch- electric
fencers & misc cattle
equipment. Call atter
7pm 492-8790.
Case IH 1494-8.5HP,
power shift, 1,800
hours, excellent condition, $8,000. Seeder &
plates & clipper system
for tobacco greenhouse. 270-753-8428
or 270-253-6082.
'70
Noble Hones For Salo
16X80 LIKE NEW
$16500
Including: Deliver/Set,
AC/Hookup
Call (731)584-9429 to
see it.
1995
Fleetwood
14x70.
Appliances,
porches, utility pole
included. $13,000 obo.
Call 270-489-6126..
28X60 DOUBLE wide.
Very high end home
Low end price, less
than $50,000
Call 731-584-9429 if
interested
4BR. 2BA 2001
Fleetwood home on
3/4 acre. 10 miles
north of Murray 1 mile
off Hwy 641. $52900
financing available.
270-791-9792.
99 Skyline, 16x80,
3BR, 2BA, vinyl, shingle. Northern built.
nice.(270)489-2525
GOVERNMENT Loans
Available.
See if you can qualify
for more house
for lower payments
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
731-584-9429
1999
REDUCED
16x70
Fleetwood.
2BR, 2BA, all-appliances
including/garbage disposal, covered porch.
metal storage building,
carport. Located Fox
Meadows
731-2473046
28
Mobilo Homes For Rent
LARGE 3BR $295.00.
753-6012
NICE 2 BR, no pets.
753-9866

Mobile Home Lots For
2BR, IBA, applhances
unfurnished. $400/mo
plus deposit. 753-0441

1 BR apt. various loa
cations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
3 BR house. w/d,
C/H/A $500. 1-2-3 BR
Apt. 753-0606.

2 Bedroom, 2 Bath
House,
completely
remodeled, centralheaV air, washer/dryer.
all appliances furnished, quiet location
near the lake, no inside
non-smoking.
pets,
$650 00 per month.
one year lease, deposit
references
and
required. 753-5719. '
2 BR, appliances, w/d
hook-up, air conditioner, garage. big fenced
back yard. $525/mo,
South 9th St.
270-767-0615.

www.murraykyaparnnents.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

Farm Equipment

(270)227-6535

'060
020

riaine Furnishings

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

ru
Apartments For Rent]
1 OR 2tx apts. near
downtown Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR & 213FI apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets.
753-2905
1BR apt. pnvate, tree
standing with stairs.
411-1,2 S. 8th St. $275
monthly plus secunty.
270-474-2520.
1BR duplex, C/H/A, all
appliances furnished
including w/d, no pets
$350 month. 402-A N.
8th 436-2731
2 BDRM Apt. Close to
MSU. First month
FREE. Includes washer/dryer and partial
utilities. Deposit &
Credit Regd. 9781123 for info.
2 BR, 2 BA, no pets.
406 Bambi Ct North.
270-841-5653,
270-376-2746.
2BR duplex, nice.
CM/A, appliances furnished. Vanous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR large upstairs apt.
Hardwood floors, oak
cabinets, CM/A, furnished. $550 mo.
includes water & cable.
Horse stalls available,
6 miles from Murray.
489-2741.

LIKE new. 1BR apt, al
appliances,
1707
Brooklyn Dr. 270-5599080 or leave message.
NICELY
remodeled
2BR duplex, furnished
including all appliances, no pets. 414 N.
489-2741.
8th.
$400/month

2BR, patio, no pets.
$355/mo. 293-6070
4 BR 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large, 2BR.
1.5 bath, garage, all
appliances,
CM/A,
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished. 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed. $675 mo. 4354273 or 293-7404
HAZEL New one bedroom. Appliances.
water, sewer, trash,
electric included.
$550/mo.
(270)492-8211
LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A. W&D.
$600- 2 people. $6753 people, water.
sewage & trash furnished. no pets.
(270)293-3710

38R, 2BA, Hardwood
floors, newly remodeled. 701 Broad St.
$500 month, no pets:
293-3710
BEAUTIFUL 3bi.' a.
2 car garage, all appliances including pup in
microwave. w/d,.JaZoe
fenced back 'yard.
Located in small golf
course
community.
Available Feb • 16th.
$900 per month.''
759-5885. 293-7085.
SMALL 3BR, IBA.
Only 3m from town on
94E. $500/mo+ utilities. Must have references.
Serious
inquiries only.
270-293-3572

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section)
8 vouchers.
Storer Rentals
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
ASP Warehousing
Monday,
Near MSU $20-50
Wednesday, Friday.
753-7668
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
.AA A,MiaistorageTDD e1-800-648-605o
lt cizes tIl
lit sour needs
TOWNHOUSES for
Located by
rent. 3 & 4 BR 2.5 BA,
Froggy radio station
refrigerator,
oven
stove. washer & dryer
75 8359 759-9854
included. Close to
Murray State $630G&C
$840 a month. First
STORAGE and
month 1/2 off. Call
PROPANE
270-348-0458.
119 E Muir
VERY Nice Large, 2
270) 753-6266 ,
Bedroom, 2 Bath
Cell: (270) 293-4183
Duplex, completely
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
remodeled, central
heat and air.
washer/dryer, all appliances furnished, great
location, no pets, nonsmoking. $650. 00 per
month, one year lease.
deposit and references
required 753-5719.

ka-F-

The Place NI StartaturrattiojeiCtimes

2BR townhome 1.5BA,
W/D, 2-car garage.
$695 rent.
$500
deposit, first month
free.
1 -year lease, no pets.
1401
293-3904
Diuguid Dr.
2BR Townhouse, W/D
included $475.00/mo.
1BR, IBA on Brooklyn
Dr. $315.00/mo.
Please Call 753-7559

2 BR. very nice.
Coleman RE.
753-9898

(270)753-1916

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available."
753-2905.
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All Size Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

812

five

753-3853

2000 Cougar 174,000
miles) Ice Blue, looks
good, runs good
$4,750.00.
1992 Toyota Corolla.
Runs well $185000.
293-4076 or after 6:00
p.m 753-3507
94 Mercury Sable, runs
great Asking $1,500
227-0313
Services Mewed

INSIDE YARD SALE
Next door to Lynn Grove Country
Corner Restaurant
Mon-Sat 6am-7pm
Until everything is gone.
Furniture, Clothes- (all sizes male. &
female) toys. AlOt Of western, saddles.
horse trailer. Way too much to
mention. Any questions call 293-4436

360
Storage Rentals
• MINI
WAREHOUSE
10x12.- tixz_
Ask aboUt
our specials 9*
53
---311.
J&I. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
iireer of 121 S. &(amble
MI6 $25

101E15 $40
1,2701 436-2524
2701293490a

PREMIER
MINISTOruAGE
•inside climate control
storage •
•Securrty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls.
75.•
Boggess
Soli Store •
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HALEY Real Estate
Appraising
270 759 4218

759-5555
Lots For We
Coeirriersal Prop For Rent
1500 sq. ft. Store
frontage, 1701 121N
bypass. $750 month.
Call 753-2225 (Debbie
Mac) 759-1509 (Steve)
after 5:00.
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime iocalion. 753-2905.
293-1480
Retail Store in Hazel.
2500 SF -"/- plus 960
SF porch
Really nice' Great for
antiques, restaurant,
retail. etc
270-492-8211
Small offices and office
suites
available.
Adjacent to MSU $200
and up including utilities,
restrooms.
Kitchen, conference
room & more Century
21 Barge; RE
270-247-2421

3 Poo-Pom pups for
sale $300 1 -female 2males 436-5952.
270-703-1150
AKC Collie puppies,
sable & white. 270227-4227 after 5pm.
Corgi puppies. AKC
registered, shots, child
friendly, ready to go
end of March. $375
270-703-7177
DOG Obedience
436-2858

HAY Alfalfa. Alfalfa
Mix
Pure Orchard
Grass Grass Mixes
Locally grown, high
protein
TON, test
available. $5-$6 a bale.
753-8848
before
8:30pm

Ready-to-Finish
LAKE LOG HOME
Only $149,900
FREE Boat Slips
Gorgeous ready to
finish 3BF1/2BA log
home on beautifully
wooded 1÷ acre lake
access parcel w/ free
boat slips. On
160,000 acre recreational lake in KY.
Excellent financing.
Cal! now 1-800-7043154 x.2208 KY Land
Partners, LLC

3 Bedroom, 1 Bath
1350 Sq Ft brick home
w/garage,
all appliances newer
and included $94.900
Call: 812-677-1046
38R. 2BA, 2.5 car
garage on 1 acre lot. In
Calloway Co. School
District off Country
Club Rd. $134.000.
270-210-4563.
BENTON Country
Club
new construction.
3BR, 2BA. www.
whitestonecontractors
corn. 703-7308
New 2-4
Bedroom homes
in Riverfield
Estates.
Matt Jennings

293-7872
We }Jul:,
Houses'
st Cash Offer
I Stop Foreclosure
761-HOME
761HOME.COM

Auto Parts
410
Public Sue

USED TIRES
CHAV1S REAL
ESTATE & AUCTION
-304:N
'
OM)76t-7253
177017.05,847°
torritkiy Chavis
'

SUBCRIEil
TODAY
7S3-1916

14,1-5., 16 inch
Starting at $20
mounted

.CW1.7.53-5606
Sport Utilks Vehicles I
1993 Ford Explorer,
cliet. 5-speed. V6. high
7
m3illes33$
.00
964
0
61.0

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

L&M
"
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,

Landscaping & •
Leaf Vacuuming
samfattion guaranteed
753-1816 227-0611

voila ois
cpin.o If
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00 A MONTH
CALL 753-1911.6,-

Services Olteise

-.11171N(
,Srieetiock Raprti
'Cortiotetaal
Fret Eskmates
Licensed-4. Instead
427(0,226-0505

HooroN
ELECTRIC
, 270-227-3574
irreheultonsiectricco.com
-------ELECTRICIAN
Construction
Remodeling or Just
A Switch Carpentry
& General Repair
Licensed & Insured
Keith 205-6128
FENCE TECH
Chain link, wood or
vinyl (270)970-5981
,270,705 867n

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 Noun saintsca
Res Coin & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

PICK UP

270-293-5624 _

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding, fire
wood Insured
489 2839

DAVIS Handiwork's
We've expanded
Small home repairs,
roofing, siding, storm
clean-up & home building to suit lots available
north of Murray.
(270)227-9484
DNJ
HANDYMAN
painting.decks
remodeling,repair.
storm cleanup. etc
293-5438
MAR Tree Service
Providing brush pickup & removal tree cutting, leaf removal etc
293-8119 Don or
748-8732 Jerry
Insured

%LI .1 1 holt skirt./

-p.,it.

. tops
L
• iiii.411) ov,iciliiiperated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
..
Matble
3301 $t, Rt 124N.
'75340117" •.

1,ler vinik.it •:91:1722
/0.p4a%-sillurs.

Nit

HANDYMAN Service
Storm clean-up tree
trimming & repairs
Free estimates
262-490-4692,
270-759-4116
HOME & Lawn
Mowing, leaf mulch,
gutter cleaning,
repairs_ painting. etc
(270)382-2055
(270)705-8250

aerreiLvdi2

Horoscope

d

5l,...1“110,
.4101)411S

753-4344

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Saturday. Feb. 28,2009:
You often wonder just how
much energy and reserves you
have. This year, you will come
into contact with your limits and
potential. Honor what you discover rather than react to it.
Make your lifestyle conform to
what you can accomplish. You
have many gifts and assets that
emerge. If you are single. you
ADAMS Home
Improvement
see others with nearly X-ray
Remodeling, Roofing, vision. Use this information to
Repairs, Storm Clean- your highest good. If you
are
up. No iob too small attached,
the two of you benefit
Licensed & Insured.
from better communicaion and
227-2617
understanding. A newfound
AFFORDABLE
closeness becomes possible.
Carpentry
TAURUS reads you cold.
•Sagging floors
'Roof Leaks
The Stars Show the Kind of
•Sheetrock
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
*Decks
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
No job too small
I -Difficult
227-9641
ALL Carpentry
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
Construction
**** Your fiery ways attract
"Homes .Remodeling
others. In some way, you are like
• Decks 'Screened
a flash of lightning, unstoppable
Porches 'Garages
"Sagging
*Rotten and electric. Others respond in
an unprecedented manner Curb
Floors "Termite
Damage *Home &
a tendency to want or a need to
Mobile Home
have. Tonight. Indulge a loved
Licensed & insured
one.
270-227-0587
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
270-753-2353
*** If you can, rest during the
daylight hours, as your time is
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS about to come. Gain understand(270) 293-8726 OR ing through thought and reflection. Nearly anything is possible
759-5534
with time, thought and willingChuck Van Buren
ness. Tonight: You are the cat's
ASHCRAFT
Home meow.
Repair
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Replacement doors & ***** Quickly grab what you
windows, roofing & want. Listen to friends who have
repair, flooring- hard- distinct ideas and a lot of energy.
wood & tile, interior The question could shortly
trim work. Reasonable become.
Why not? You will have
rates. Insured 293- time to debate the
pros and
1132 Dwayne Ashcraft.
cons. Think through a decision
AURORA TREE COM- carefully. Tonight: Add that touch
PANY--For all your tree of mystery.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
care needs.
'Cut, trim
and **** Taking a stand becomes
nearly impossible. You are on
removal
top of your game. and others
'Debris removal
New planting and have a great deal of impact on
care.
your course of action. Remain
'Residential and com- true-blue, and center on what
mercial
might be very important. Tonight:
'1270) 703-9523. Where the fun is.
Benton,KY
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Licensed and insured ***** Walking a new path
and being willing to greet adven'Free estimates
ture allow many new possibili'Guarantee 10000 cus- ties. You could be delighted by
tomer satisfaction
the magic that lies ahead. You
see your life through a child's
BRUSH & Hammer.
eyes. Tonight. A force to be dealt
Painting, fix-it's &
with.
repairs, decks pressure washed and VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Others do whatever
stained.. 436-2228.
COWBOY-UP
ROOFING
Shingle Work Metal
& Rubber Roofing
Fully Insured
Free Estimates
(270) 782-2367
(270) 705-5577

1_7-4-0N-°
C3L-0N-d
1

•••••roices 011artc

753-9562
293-8377, 436-2667
Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters,
;unk & tree work.
519-8570 Simmons
Handyman &
Carpentry Service
Over 20 years Tree
service also Call Don,
Murray area

Murray Ledger & 'limes

c'ool Table Guy.
. rears txpenenoi
Tables Bought Sole
-towed and Movad
731-819-4655

-2.17-51614

Garage Doors
Installation repair and
maintenance tot residential and commercial
door and openers
Including uock levelers
and dock plates Free
Estimtes Repair storm
damaged doors Call
270-293-2357

Aldridge & McCuiston
Rooting Co

IvIYEFiS LUMBER
.K,tctlirr •Bath

11.4. rime
Liberevved pnwerweber
Frue Balenkataie

-Windcws

Dsin

'Pooling •Sydir '
Foie ESIII#0,1• t
27O)i 64
•_

-

REYNOLDS
& SON'S LLC
• buSt) 1-toragtny
• Land Clearing
• Tractor Work

• Del/Gravel Hauling
270 225-9015

12701293-4020
270-i203-1924

Tree Maintenance & Debris Removai
'Trees shaped trimmed removed
•Stump Removal 'All modern epquipMen!
*24 hour emergency service 'Licensed & insure°

Ron Frame Jr.
Res: 270-474-0323• Cell. 270-227-3140
'No job is complete until customer is satisfied "
LAMB S
PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE
Storm Clean-up
(270) 293-8377
I (270) 436-2867

TROYER'S
Construction
Pole Barns, Garages
Decks
Shingles & Metal
Roofing
Owner Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884

David's Home
improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Rernodeeng & Plumbing

troy 270-978-2623

W.I. Do Insuii-mce

vsa s
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service Free estimates Phcne
436-2562, 227-0267

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

itraMia: •Marble

*Hardwood
Licensed & Insured
227-8811

on the web!

by Jacqueline aim
they can to make you notice
them, and only them. This attention-getting mechanism could be
a problem. As a result. many of
you could opt for a new path not
involving others Be willing to
risk. Tonight: Walk your talk.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
**** Others make clear what
they want and expect from you.
Now the decision lies in your
hands. Though you might ba
inclined to take the easy path,
choose the one that is true to
you. in the long run, you won't go
wrong. Tonight: Dinner with a
special person.
Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Murray City
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Schools and Calloway County Schools for the week of March
*** Finish a project or share a
2-6 have been released by Mallory Cathey, Murray director,
hobby
with
someone.
and Pat Lane, Calloway director. Menus, subject to occasionSometimes, by not focusing on
al changes. based on availability of food, are as follows:
the interaction between you and
this person but rather on what
you are doing or sharing, you
MURRAY
become much closer. Tonight.
Elementary - Breakfast (cereal, toast, juice and milk served
Time to go out and about.
daily) Monday - scrambled eggs; Tuesday - biscuit & gravy;
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Wednesday - French toast sticks; Thursday - breakfast bagel;
21)
Friday - Poptarts. Lunch (canned or fresh vegetables, canned
Imagination mixed with
or fresh fruit and lowfat milk served daily) Monday - chicken
caring can become exciting.
nuggets w/roll, pimento cheese sandwich; Tuesday - ravioli/corn
Consider the possibilities that
muffin, chef salad; Wednesday - taco salad w/com chips,
touch you when you are smiling
BBO chicken sandwich; Thursday
turkey bacon & cheese
and upbeat. A boss or someone
sub; Friday - Pepperoni pizza, fish sandwich.
you look up to could push you
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk served
way too hard. Listen to your
daily) Monday - biscuit & gravy; Tuesday - sausage biscuit;
needs: find a way to make both
Wednesday - waffle stick/bacon; Thursday - ham biscuit, Friof you happy. Tonight' Fun and
day - yogurtgrahams. Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad.
games.
fruits and milk served daily) Monday - ravioli/bread, spicy
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Stay close to home. chicken; Tuesday - Domino's pizza, peanut butter & jellysandwich: Wednesday - Domino's pizza, peanut butter and jelly
Perhaps you want to take a stab
at your taxes or your budget. sandwich; Thursday - Salisbury steak/roll, chicken patty; Friday - cheeseburger, barbecue sandwich.
Others might be up for an early
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal• juice and milk served daily)
spring cleaning very ready to
greet the coming season Don't
Monday - breakfast hot pocket: Tuesday - egg patty & biscut off your nose to spite your
cuit; Wednesday - breakfast bagel; Thursday - sausage &
face. Let someone know how
biscuit; Friday - French toast stix. Lunch (hamburger, cheesemuch you care. Tonight. A force
burger, pizza. cooked and fresh vegetables, canned and fresh
to be dealt with.
fruit and low fat milk served daily) Monday - beaded chicken
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
sandwich, com dog; Tuesday - taco salad. French bread pizza;
**** Reach out for others.
Wednesday - chili & cheese stix, tuna salad plate. Thursday
Visit with a neighbor or a cousin
- Dominc's pizza. cnef salad: Friday - 50's Day - cheeseburgyou have not spent time with
er basket, hot dog basket.
recently. Let others see your
interest and focus. Sometimes
CALLOWAY COUNTY
you are so out there, it can be
Preschool and Little Laker Harbour • Snacks - Monday
difficult to communicate. Tonight:
- Nacho chips wisalsa, milk; Tuesday - cheese & crackers,
Make it early.
Wednesday - applesauce. milk. Thursday - animal crackers,
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
milk; Friday - Poptart. milk Breakfast - Monday
green
*** After you juggle your
eggs & ham, whole wheat toast: Tuesday - biscuit w/sausage
finances up and down and congravy; Wednesday - yogurt crunch muffin; Thursday
firm you have the necessary
breakfast pizza; Friday
cereal, muffin. Lunch (assorted vegetafunds. stop. Consider what is
bles, fruits and milk served daily) • Monday • chicken nuggets.
important to you and what you
roll; Tuesday - cheese pizza. Wednesday - taco salad; Thurswould like to do the most. Reach
out to those you want to be with.
day - oven fried chicken; Friday - turkey & cheese sandwich.
Tonight: Hanging out is fun!
Elementaries - Snacks - Monday - 1/2 peanut butter &
jelly sandwich, milk, Tuesday - scooby snacks. milk: WednesBORN TODAY
day - cheese & crackers, juice: Thursday - grapes. milk; FriActor Zero Mostel (1915), mobday - cereal. milk. Breakfast (cereal, toast. fresh fruit. fruit
ster Bugsv Siegel (1906), wnter
juice and milk offered daily) Monday - green eggs & ham;
Michel de Montaigne (1533)
Tuesday - yogurt; Wednesday - sausage biscuit: Thursday French toast sticks w/yogurt. Friday
breakfast pizza. Lunch
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
(assorted vegetables, fresh fruit, chef salads and milk offered
Internet at http://www.jacquedaily) Monday - spaghetti wiTexas toast, wiener winks, grilled
linebigancom
cheese sandwich: Tuesday - pizza, ham & cheese sandwich
peanut butter & jelly sandwich. Wednesday - chicken nuggets
wroll, Laker wrap. yogurt & animal crackers. Thursday - taco
salad, breaded chicken sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich. Friday - chicken & noodles, cheeseburger, peanut butter & jelly
sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast, yogurt,
fresh fruit, fruit juice and milk offered daily) Monday - bacon,
egg & cheese biscuit: Tuesday - ham & cheese biscuit;
Wednesday - breakfast pizza. Thursday - chicken biscuit: Friday - breakfast buffet for National School Breakfast. Lunch
(assorted vegetables, fruit, chef salads, pizza and milk offered
daily) Monday - chicken noodle soup, breaded chicken sandwich, submarine sandwich: Tuesday - chili cheese cnspito,
fish sandwich, turkey and cheese sandwich; Wednesday - taco
salad w/Mexican cornbread, grilled cheese. ham & cheese
sandwich: Thursday - chicken nuggets wiroll, hamburger, submarine sandwich: Friday - Super Nachos, corn dog, turkey &
cheese sandwich.
High - Breakfast (cereal. toast, cinnamon toast. Pop tarts.
fresh fruit and milk offered daily) Monday - sausage biscuit;
Tuesday - breakfast pizza. Wednesday - pancakes w/syrup:
Thursday - breakfast buffet for National School Breakfast; Fribreakfast taco. Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruit. vegetaday
bles, deli sandwiches, hamburgers, pizza and milk offered daily)
Monday - chili cheese crispito. grilled chicken sandwich; Tuesday - lasagna w/Texas toast. hot ham & cheese sandwich.
Wednesday - super machos, turkey club sandwich. Thursday
- toot long chili dog. submarine sandwich: Friday - chicken
nuggets w/roll. hamburger

